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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

THE PET’S ‘PERFECT BOWL’: ENVIRONMENTAL AND WELFARE DISCOURSE IN
ALTERNATIVE PET FOOD MOVEMENTS
Marketing ‘sustainable and humane’ super-premium dog kibble has emerged alongside
alternative food movements (AFM). Unfortunately, super-premium pet-food comprised of ‘highquality’ protein is at odds with sustainability and affect for particular animals. This study
analyzed social and geographical (mis)representations of nonhumans in the pet-food
commodity chain by tracing how knowledge and value is produced, and mapping the geography
of Open Farm dog food. I assess these geographies and discourses and I identify the following:
(1) sustainability claims focus on transportation and packaging, ignoring the significant
environmental and social impacts of animal agriculture. (2) Images of farmed animals on
packaging often do not reflect the conditions of the animals; (3) The organization of animals into
hierarchies of ‘killability’ is not questioned, but rather reinforced; (4) This limited representation
of the supply chain adds exchange value to Open Farm kibble. In disentangling the production of
knowledge and claims to truth in alternative pet foods, I fill a gap in existing food and animal
geographies research. While there is extensive research on AFM and animal agriculture, less
work has been done around pets and pet-food, which have a significant environmental and
social impacts. Finally, I suggest sustainable, humane alternatives to existing pet food systems.
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CHAPTER 1.
1.1

CHAPTER ONE: SUSTAINABILITY AND WELFARE IN PET FOOD

Introduction and Research Questions
Pet food has a significant environmental and social impact that continues to evolve as

the socio-economic position of humans and their pets develops. Pet food constitutes “about 25–
30% of the environmental impacts from [farm and meat] animal production in terms of the use
of land, water, fossil fuel, phosphate, and biocides” and contributes to CO2 and methane
production, with awareness of the impact surfacing in financially privileged pet communities
resulting in certified sustainable food (Okin 2017, 1). Humans are also increasingly concerned
about food animal welfare and food safety, especially following mass pet food recalls, reflecting
‘humane’ certifications in US alternative food movements. Concerns about animal welfare,
sustainability, and transparency have led to the development of certified humane and
sustainable super-premium pet food. Premium and super-premium dog food, defined as
containing higher quality protein coming from human-grade animal flesh instead of animal byproducts (ABP); however, high-quality protein has a significant environmental impact and does
not necessarily signify humane handling (Alexander et al. 2020; Nestle 2008; Okin 2017).
Moreover, caring for dogs through feeding a high-quality meat-based diet necessitates violence
against other beings. The objective of this research was to explore these contradictions. My
questions in undertaking this research were the following: How is the ‘humane and sustainable’
certified dog food commodity chain materially organized, and how is this commodity geography
discursively represented by commodity chain actors? What role does animal affect play in the
discourse and interpretation of the supply chain? What are the implications of this ‘sustainable’
pet food geography and marketing for nonhuman actors? My methods include the systematic
tracing of distribution connections linking farmers, pet food manufacturers and retailers,
discourse analysis of published representations such as ‘humane’ and ‘sustainable’, and an
ethnography (and autoethnography) of pet food retailing and consumption. I discuss my
methodological approach in-depth in chapter two.
This study of pet food contributes to geographic research on the environmental and
social impacts of ‘sustainable’ commodity chains. Pet food consumption increases globally
alongside food insecurity on one end and alternative food movements and food justice on the
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other. As a trained veterinary technician, former pet store employee, and dog owner 1, my
relation to this industry draws from my experience in the field and stems from my own concerns
regarding climate change, environmental racism, and animal welfare. This research contributes
to food and multispecies justice because it highlights inaccessibility, violence, and interlocking
oppression in food systems. Analyzing the representation of alternative pet foods supports
creative solutions, such as the use of supermarket waste, insects, a return to table scraps or
ABP, or vegetarian ingredients in pet food. Finally, it provides insights for consumers who value
environmental sustainability and animal welfare and supports policy change regarding pet
nutrition and pet food development.
According to the Pet Sustainability Coalition (PSC), an organization leading the way in
pet food sustainability research, sustainability is based on a food’s environmental impact, social
impact, nutrition, and animal welfare performance. All aspects of their framework are included
in this thesis. When I discuss sustainability, I am primarily referring to environmental impact
unless otherwise stated. Environmental sustainability is defined as “development that meets the
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs” (UN World Commission on Environment and Development 2021). In this research, pet
nutrition is subjective. When participants spoke about nutrition, it was generally based on their
perception of the pet’s health based on skin, coat, and digestive tract rather than evaluating the
molecular nutritional needs of the pet. PSC defines the social impact of pet food to be safe
working conditions, freedom from forced labor, and fair wages – concerns which were rarely
encountered in the marketing of humane and sustainable pet food. When I talk about the social
impact of pet food in chapter three, I include their definition and add settler colonialism, race
and othering, and accessibility to alternative food movements (AFM). Finally, animal welfare
performance is what Open Farm (and this research) calls ‘humane.’ The definition from the
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) is “The implementation of methods to handle
and slaughter animals in a more compassionate manner ensures that establishments minimize
the possibility of needless injuries and suffering of livestock” (2021). Humane originates from
the word human and is also defined as “having what are considered the best qualities of human
beings” (Collins dictionary 2022). Chapter four discusses what humane means based on the
standards and the ideology of humane. To me, humane handling and slaughtering of livestock
1 I use the term ‘owner’ throughout the thesis for comprehension, but I do not want to suggest that I

agree with the sentiment that an animal is property and can be owned.
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are contradictory as slaughter cannot be humane – certainly one of the best qualities of being
human is not being murdered.

1.2

Open Farm
Open Farm is the first ‘humane and sustainable’ certified dog food. Their statement that

“the simple idea that pet food can both be good for your pet, and do some good for farmed
animals and the environment, all at the same time” reflects the shift the US pet food industry
which tries to balance nutrition and sustainability - often in the form of high quality and
‘responsibly’ sourced protein.
Open Farm was co-founded in 2015 by a dissatisfied accountant after she was caught in
a blizzard next to a pig transport truck. Prior to this event, she had not spent much time thinking
about the food she ate. In an effort to learn more, she read the book Eating Animals (Safran
Foer 2009) and started eating a vegetarian diet. After adopting a pug, she was unsure how to
feed the dog in an ethical way and there were no options available on the market. They created
Open Farm to fill the gap in the market and, incidentally, created a whole new supply chain as
the first dog food company to source from the certified farms. Since the release of Open Farm,
Global Animal Partnership (GAP) 2 has certified ten additional pet foods. According to a
representative of the company, Open Farm is the fastest growing company, is rated #11 among
all pet foods, and sells at over 5,000 retailers nation-wide.
Open Farm dog food is the first company to source all their animal-based ingredients
from farms that abide by the guidelines established by Certified Humane or GAP organizations;
or in the case of seafood, source according to Seafood Watch’s suggested in-season and
sustainable fish. Open Farm procures all of the ingredients by contracting with small family
farms. This assures a steady supply of ingredients and they can offer “full transparency” to their
consumers (Open Farm representative 2021).
Open Farm offers dry food, freeze-dried raw food, boxed stews, treats, supplements,
and gently cooked meals. The protein sources they offer are chicken, lamb, fish, turkey, beef,
and pork (figure 1.1). Open Farm’s dry kibble is made with meat from the animals, and they
include “whole-prey” products such as organs and bones in their freeze-dried raw diets. Roughly
2 GAP was developed to certify food for human consumption but also certifies pet food.
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60-70% of the dry kibble ingredients are derived from animal sources with their raw and gently
cooked diets containing 80-90% meat. As often as possible, they import ingredients as close as
they can to the manufacturing facility to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and they offer a
recycling program for their product packaging (Open Farm “ethical sourcing” 2021). In addition,
they prioritize transparency for their consumers, offering a tool that allows them to trace the
ingredients to their origin. The transparency tool offers consumers a novel opportunity to input
the lot number on the packaging to see the origin of each ingredient, which will be discussed in
chapter four. Unfortunately, the tool generates only the state or country of origin, making it
difficult to map the specific geography of the animals. However, as you will see in chapter two,
combining email communication with the company and piecing together information from
company websites, I mapped the supply chain with more detail.

4

Figure 1-1 Open Farm display at store (image by author)
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1.3

What are premium pet foods?

Figure 1-2 Open Farm’s ingredient list from transparency tool (screenshot - accessed August 5th,
2021)
While there are no actual standards to be met to be label a food as premium, it is
generally understood that premium pet foods are dog foods that have meat as the first
ingredient, with some consumers preferring the first five ingredients to be animal-based
(interview and autoethnography). According to Open Farm’s tip page - “how to read dog food
labels” - it is “important to make sure that at least two of the first three ingredients are meat”
because dog food ingredients are listed in “order of weight from highest to lowest” (2018). In
the image above (figure 1.2) from the transparency tracker that lists ingredients, the first three
ingredients are meat and therefore they meet the understood qualities of a premium pet food.
In addition, many premium brands advertise the kibble as being natural, with no by-products,
and superior for the health of the dog compared to big brand-name kibbles like Purina or Iams.
Open Farm describes the naturalness of their ingredient origin in the descriptions. However, the
label premium is determined by the brand and the store selling the product, and the term does
not actually have any regulation like a premium gasoline would (AAFCO 2021). As a result,
premium pet foods have saturated the market, and brands and stores now refer to high-quality
kibble with a new term, super-premium. According to the clinical nutrition service at Tufts
University, there is often no perceivable difference in the quality of the kibble or the effects on
the pet’s health when compared to premium pet foods (2016). The price is the key difference in
the two pet foods, with some variety in ingredients like added blueberries or probiotics.
The range of premium dog food prices vary from $30 to $100 for a roughly 25-pound
bag of chicken-based kibble on Chewy.com. In their search options, there are 183 brands to
select from, although petfoodprocessing.net states that there are upwards of 600 (2018).
6

Among these, Open Farm is one of the highest price kibbles in the pet stores, running $87.99 for
a 24-pound bag of high chicken and turkey flavor. Meanwhile, Acana’s “free-run” chicken kibble
is $63.99 for a 25-pound bag. Both companies advertise humane handling and transparency, as
discussed in chapter two, however Open Farm is certified and offers the transparency tool
instead of just stating the region the ingredients come from. Acana is produced at Dog Star
Kitchen in Kentucky, “located on 85 acres of lush farmland,” and uses regional ingredients; Open
Farm is manufactured at Barret Pet Foods in Minnesota on 3,000 acres of crop land. Compared
to other kibbles, such as Purina Pro Plan which is $35.99 for an 18-pound bag, both of these
super-premium foods are expensive, but as I will argue in chapter three, Open Farm has the
added value because of certification and ethical claims they make as the first certified premium
pet food on the market. In summary, the definition and price range of premium and superpremium pet foods vary depending on the brand’s claims and production process, and Open
Farm proves to be an excellent case study in commodification and alternative pet foods.

1.4

Conceptual Framework
Wrye states, “pets and their food aren't typical objects of critical analysis. Mostly pet foods

are invisible products that scarcely catch consumers' attention. Yet industries dedicated to living
with companion animals are enormously profitable” (2015, 102). As speciesism 3 and the
contradictions of capitalist food production are naturalized in pet food retail literature, a critical
geographic analysis is an important intervention. The failure of the state resulting in pet deaths
during the recall 4, followed by self-reliance of individuals to create health and sustainability, is a
pillar of neoliberalism; pet food manufacturing is becoming monopolized as small companies
struggle to keep up with demand; and sustainable certified pet food, like alternative food
movements, remains financially inaccessible to many people (Nestle 2008). Moreover, as Wrye
alludes to, geography, science studies, and critical animal studies will benefit from extending
their critical analysis to pet food, which has significant effects on the environment and unjust
food systems. This research will contribute to these three areas of scholarship to address these
3

Speciesism is the practice of treating members of one species as morally more important than members
of other species (Britannica dictionary 2022).
4 In 2007, melamine-laced protein caused thousands of pet illnesses leading to mass recalls, but the FDA

was hesitant to intervene and therefore issued a ‘voluntary’ recall. Pet owners became highly skeptical of
market-leading and premium brands, as well as the FDA itself, as a result (Nestle 2008). I discuss this in
chapter three.
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gaps. I utilize critical animal and pet studies to intervene into geographies of food and into
current literature on pet food outside of geography. This research recognizes nonhumans as
active political actors and commodified objects in food systems and it develops a more complex
understanding of food systems, certifications, and consumption patterns by analyzing how
companies interpret and convey pet food as solutions to pressing environmental and ethical
concerns.
1.4.1

Alternative food movements

Geographies of alternative food movements (AFM) and certification will frame this research,
as there has been considerable work on commodity chain analysis (Cook and Crang 1996;
Guthman 2008b; Hartwick 1998; Watts et al. 2005), consumption of AFM (Galt 2017; Guthman
2008a; McClintock 2018; Reese 2019; Slocum 2007), and critical analysis of certifications (Evans
and Miele 2019; Friedrich 2015; Guthman 2004; Mutersbaugh 2005; Schreck et al. 2006; Spain
et al. 2018; Stanescu 2019). One objective of my work is to extend these critical food
geographies to alternative pet food movements (APFM) and certification of dog food, a gap that
has yet to be filled. Despite geographers’ focus on commodity chains and consumption of AFM,
there has been little attention paid to the commodity chain of APFM. Moreover, I am making a
novel contribution to what certification symbolizes in the context of pet food.
“Alternative food movement refers to recent social movements made up of diverse activists,
organizations, institutions, and enterprises aiming to create food systems that differ from
industrial agriculture and the industrial food system” (Galt 2017, 1). As consumers become
aware of crises stemming from the industrial food system, an economy based on morals
emerges – a moral economy that works both within and against capitalism (Goodman 2004;
Jackson et al. 2009). Even though AFM are sometimes seen as existing outside of capitalism,
ultimately it operates within capitalism because there is still a product that is purchased by
consumers (Stanescu 2013). There are many reasons that they emerged, ranging from labor
conditions, environmental destruction, food safety, and animal welfare, all of which
disproportionately affect communities of color, low-income communities, and communities in
the Global South (Galt 2017; Goodman 2004; Mutersbaugh 2005; PSC 2021). AFM were a way to
build solidarity across difference: in consuming products produced within AFMs, more privileged
consumers could ease the burden of violent systems (Goodman 2004). Certifications began as
8

part of AFMs with the goal of improving animal welfare, conservation, price premiums, and
working conditions. This project focuses on humane and sustainable meat certification, which
emerged around 2000, and more recently surfaced on dog food labels. Geographies of AFMs,
consumption, and certification provide historical context for the certification of pet food.
Geographies of food and certification have primarily focused on food for human consumption,
but given the trend and impact of pet food and the marketing of certified dog food, the field will
benefit from analyzing pet food.
Certified products – whether it be fair-trade, humanely raised, etc. – are identified with a
seal, which companies obtain through third-party evaluations. As Tad Mutersbaugh argues in his
work on fair-trade coffee, the seal does not necessarily represent quality or the intrinsic
qualities of the product, but rather the extrinsic qualities of the processes and spaces in which
the product is made (2005). Because certification is part of AFM, it is understood that these
extrinsic qualities are superior to conventional processes. However, the seal is the only thing
that represents the ‘goodness’ of the brand’s practices because consumers cannot see the
processes or the spaces of production like they would be able to taste intrinsic qualities
(Mutersbaugh 2005). Consumers tend to trust AFMs – and therefore certification seals – but the
trust is conditional, which is partially remedied through third-party authorization (Watts et al.
2018). Additionally, the trust and the seal are reinforced through narratives, and in turn, the seal
signals the narratives and the production processes through the process of re-semioticization
(Goodman 2004; Scollon 2008; Watts et al. 2018). I explain what this means for certified
humane dog food in chapter three.
Certification has had positive results in production. Melo and Wolf’s study on banana
eco-certification found positive results: there was a reduced risk of contamination on water,
land degradation, agrochemical use, food waste, and biodiversity loss (2005). Farmers in
California believe that by having organic certification, working conditions, wages, and benefits
for paid labor automatically improve; and some fair-trade movements were started by
Indigenous cooperatives in Mexico (Galt 2017; Shreck et al. 2006). Agricultural literature
suggests that humane certification of bovine meat is consequentially sustainable because cows
graze freely, reducing the need for disease control, grain crop production, and wildlife
disruption (Appleby 2004; MacAdam 2013). Moreover, there is less toxic runoff and soil nitrogen
contribution because of the ‘natural’ dispersal of manure (Appleby 2004; MacAdam 2013).
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Recent studies show that there has been an improvement in health on cattle ranches, and that
sustainable agriculture is naturally humane (Appleby 2004; Simon et al. 2016). Given the lack of
regulation by the US government, humane certification has some benefits in that it relieves
some suffering for the animals.
Yet, the standards and regulations are not always credibly or clearly disclosed to consumers,
who are paying the premium for the products and assuming responsibility for the destructive
agricultural system through purchasing decisions (Guthman 2004; Sullivan 2013). Furthermore,
the imagined connection between the producer and the consumer may not be as benevolent as
it seems (Goodman 2004). So, although the narratives and seal transmit transparency, the
transparency is “curated” to the consumers’ desires often excluding the violent practices that
continue such as continued poverty, or in the case of animals, slaughter (Dutkiewicz 2018). In
chapters three and four, I explain in detail how this unfolds in the Open Farm supply chain,
which takes transparency a step further with their online tool.
For example, certification is a top-down approach to diverse agricultural practices, causing
obstacles between certifying agents and farmers, especially when regulations are at odds with
consumer concerns (Guthman 2004a; Vessier et al. 2020). Standards are imposed on the
farmers and therefore shape the place and the practices, further altering the community of
production (Goodman 2004). The constructed “desire” for sustainable products creates value
and competition between farmers, excluding small farmers that cannot comply with restrictions
or afford the extra costs and labor (Guthman 2004; Mutersbaugh 2005; Scheck et al. 2005).
While not the focus of this project, there was competition between farmers, especially with
Atkins Ranch: shareholders of the company received priority and increased income in sales
(Atkins business brochure 2021).
Guthman (2004a) and Mutersbaugh (2005) argue that globalization of certification
standards settles on the “lowest common denominator” of what the certification means – in the
US, farmers will do the minimum to achieve certification while still practicing intensive
agriculture. However, the “lowest common denominator” in humane certification reflects the
minimum federal requirements in countries like the United Kingdom and New Zealand.
Currently in the United States, only two laws cover the slaughter and handling of farmed
animals, and poultry is exempt from the laws and the USDA continuously fails to regulate
humane slaughter (Friedrich 2015; Spain et al. 2018).
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Global animal Partnership (GAP) claims to address access to humane certification and
the lowest common denominator concern through their five-step program. The five-step
program that allow farmers to choose how ‘humane’ they want their farm to be – step 1 is the
minimum and the closest to traditional animal agriculture while step 5+ means the animal
spends their entire life on the farm 5. They claim this creates accessibility for all farmers
regardless of size or resources, allowing for continuous improvement of welfare practices as
they move up the tier of humaneness (Duncan et al. 2012).
As stated, the US government does a particularly poor job regulating the humane
handling of animals and violence in food systems and corporations continue to exploit and
pollute with few repercussions (Friedrich 2015; PSC 2021; Spain et al. 2018). As a result,
organizations, such as GAP, have emerged to fill the gaps which reflects neoliberal capitalism in
that the modes of production are re-regulated because of government failure, the means of
production are further privatized, and a band-aid is placed on all of the destruction caused by
industrial agriculture (Sparke 2013). Consumer choice of certified food products creates a
“double commodity fetish,” where the commodity chain itself is commodified because it
appears to be different from the production of the corporate and violent food systems, but it is
still a product of capitalism (Cook and Crang 1996; Guthman 2008b; Pederson and Stanescu
2014; Watts et al. 2005, 29). The consumer is being held responsible for fixing the problem
through purchasing decisions but it is only accessible to particular privileged consumers 6 and
thus reinforces racism, classism, sexism, and ideas of nationalism in AFM (Goodman 2004; Ichijo
and Ranta 2015). At the same time, conventional agriculture continues because the demand is
not high enough, people cannot access AFM, and humanely-raised animals could not possibly
sustain the world’s population (Gullison 2003; Stanescu 2013; Watts et al. 2018). In some cases,
certification of some products by a brand is used to leverage the sales of conventional products
(Mutersbaugh 2005). In this way, the market is being used to solve the problems that it created
via re-regulation and the creation of self-sufficient individuals while obscuring the impacts of
intensive food production.
5 Spending the entire life on the farm is said to be the most humane because the animal experiences less

stress from transportation. Step five also requires continuous outdoor access and has the highest welfare
standards.
6 Although some AFM remain elite and inaccessible, there is an illusion of accessibility that follows
neoliberal ideologies such as ‘anyone can access these if they try hard enough’ (Thurlow and Jaworski
2017).
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I focus on meat production because of its environmental impact and poor regulation by
the United States government, concerns that contribute to the development of AFM, and
because meat is understood to be a necessary part of a dog’s diet. The intensely crowded
conditions of the animals and the volume of production lead to pathogen outbreaks and the
acceleration of climate change (Evans and Miele 2019; Stanescu 2019). According to the Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO) in 2006, animal agriculture made up roughly 1/5 of
anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions. Additionally, it uses 78% of all agricultural land and is
one of the largest contributors to deforestation and freshwater withdrawals (FAO 2006). As
consumers begin to learn about the effects of animal production, the market for organic and
naturally produced animal products grows and organizations, such as GAP, have developed
animal welfare certification.
However, critical animal scholars argue that certified ‘humane’ practices do not do
enough to challenge the idea that nonhumans are food, but rather naturalize the killability of
animals by making it less oppressive (Arcari 2016; Belcourt 2015). Killability is the act of making
a being killable, or “the capacity to decide which bodies can be killed without the killing counting
either as homicide or as a sacrifice” (Singh and Dave 2015, 232). Moreover, Stanescu highlights
that humane meat is not sustainable: animals live longer and therefore expel more greenhouse
gases, deforestation accelerates for grazing, and the meager amount of humane meat that is
produced means that humane meat eaters are either primarily vegan or are still consuming
factory farmed meat (Stanescu 2013). This has effects for non-domesticated nonhumans as well,
which will also be discussed in the next section and chapter four.
1.4.2

Critical animal geographies and the (in)visibility of the animal via knowledge

Feminist science studies and critical animal geographies have added to the work on critical
food geographies and AFM by analyzing the representation of the farmed animal in discourse
and the embodied conditions of them. The representation of farmed animals as happy and well
taken care of in AFM produces knowledge about how the commodity chain functions and the
place of nonhumans in relation to humans. Furthermore, the representation of certified humane
handling adds value to the consumed product, but authority is key to consumer trust in the
commodification of certification. Authority is established through the governance and visual
representation of farmers, animals, and technology. Yet, the representation and knowledge
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produced about the commodity chain is limited, as I show in chapter three. The value placed in
the commodified commodity chain relies on the limited knowledge of and spatially distanced
consumer culture, but requires consumer trust in certification (Cook and Crang 1996; Watts et
al. 2005). In this way, the certifiers and the packaging play an active role in knowledge
production, obfuscating and commodifying the animal and the commodity chain; but the
knowledge is partial.
Moreover, Miele (2011) and Cole (2011) argue, the happy cow on a package implies that
humans can know what nonhumans feel, and that consumers of the animal flesh can care about
the animal from which it came through their knowability, unlike their factory farmed
counterparts (Cole 2011; Despret 2016; Miele 2011). Open Farm claims to provide another form
of knowability through the transparency tool, making the company an ideal case study to
contribute to existing literature on representation of farmed animals. Consumers are able to
trace the ingredient back to their source. While the list does not provide farm names, it gives
consumers a sense of comfort as I argue in chapter four. At the same time, even with an
imagined connection, disconnections persist in the language and aesthetic used to represent
packaged animal flesh, the invisibility of slaughter, and even in the slaughter plants with the use
of technology: there is not just one person killing the animal (Evans and Miele 2011; Gillespie
2011; Pachirat 2011). Dog kibble is even more removed from the animal in that the flesh is
dried, processed, and shaped into small round bits.
Even with limited knowledge, the public oftentimes has more control over the certification
standards than the farmers do and the public’s idea of what humane signifies comes through in
the marketing. The public shapes the standards based on their concerns and how they spend
their money (Buller and Roe 2012; Evans and Miele 2011). A study done on voluntary
sustainability standards highlighted how more than fifty percent of organizations did not include
the producers in standard creation and farmers think that standards are inappropriate measure
of welfare (Bennett 2017; Vessier et al 2020). In this way, welfare is not defined by ‘science’ like
the authoritative certifications and images would suggest, but rather the ‘sellable,’ and
sometimes contradictory, aspects of welfare in the commodity chain (Buller and Roe 2012). This
thesis focuses on the contradiction between what is sellable and what the standards say:
chapter four highlights how the science of welfare is determined by lack of suffering, not
happiness.
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Top-down standards like those imposed by certification organizations excludes other ways
of knowing and has violent implications for humans and nonhumans on the production side of
the commodity chain (Arcari 2016; Gillespie 2011, 2014; Higgins et al. 2011; Shiva 1988;
Stanescu 2013). For example, a package of ‘free range’ beef may have an image of a roaming
cow in their ‘natural’ habitat on a farm, yet the definition of ‘free range’ is different from the
image (Gillespie 2011; Stanescu 2010, 2019). The humane image obscures the violence that still
occurs in the ‘humane’ production of meat such as forced breeding, reproductive exploitation,
and displacement of indigenous inhabitants (Arcari 2016; Gillespie 2011, 2014; Guthman 1999;
Stanescu 2013, 2019); and it overshadows the interlocking oppressions of racism, ableism,
homophobia, and sexism that exist on a foundation of speciesism and colonialism, as well as the
unjust distribution of violence to humans by the agricultural system (Belcourt 2015; Deckha
2012; Gillespie 2011; Hovorka 2017; Pachirat 2013; Stanescu 2013; Taylor 2017). In addition,
images of animals on farms reinforce the sentiment that animals are made for humans and
belong on farms, reducing the possibilities of another future for animals. In the marketing of
certified humane foods, especially in the realm of dog food in which the dog needs meat, there
are no other options for other solutions, such as vegetarian-based diets or a world where
animals are not exploited.
My research contributes to the work being done by feminist and critical animal scholars to
see how knowledge and authority is produced in the marketing of certification and certified dog
food and what the implications are for nonhumans. This builds on literature of certification and
food geographies because in order to compare representation of transparency and humane
handling, I must also understand how the supply chain is organized. Finally, because the product
is consumed by another nonhuman – the dog – but is elected by a human based on their
understandings of what the pet needs, this research also contributes to the emerging field of
critical pet studies (Nast 2006). Pets are relatively absent from discussions of human-nonhuman
relations in critical animal studies research and are even more neglected in geographies of food
(Nast 2006). It is important to bring in critical pet studies to understand how the dog’s role in
the life of the human has evolved to create a more significant contradiction between caring for
the dog and the farmed animal.
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1.4.3

Critical Pet Studies

This research contributes to feminist science studies and animal geographies through critical
pet studies to look at animal-animal positionalities, such as the farmed cow and the domestic
pet, and affect in certified humane and sustainable dog food to answer: what role does animal
affect play in the discourse and interpretation of the supply chain? Animal-animal positionalities
refers to the “relative power held by various animal groups, as expressed in their circumstances
and experiences and as mediated through human-animal dynamics” (Hovorka 2019, 749).
Analyzing these positionalities highlights the way in which human-animal relationships produce
hierarchies between animals as well (Hovorka 2019). In this research, I investigate the
hierarchization and portrayal of human and nonhuman animals in the consumption of these
products, adding to existing literature on the role of affect and the pet in multispecies relations.
For example, in the limited critical research on the premium pet food industry, Wrye points to
another level of complexity in the naturalization of killability – through the discourse of the
“never truly tame” and carnivorous pet (Wrye 2015, 109). This portrays pets as predators,
naturalizing the intense production of food animals and removing the human as an agent of
killing as they fill their role of being a ‘responsible’ pet owner (Wrye 2015). Humane certification
discourse contributes to the web of commodification, pets as predators, and marketing.
Critical pet studies – in the realm of feminist science studies – seeks to understand how pet
love travels and what social and geographical inequalities are implicated in the process
(Haraway 2008; Nast 2006). In addition to the commodification of welfare and sustainability
discussed in the previous two sections, dogs themselves are intensely commodified and
consumers of commodities, largely because of the benefits they provide to humans and the
humanization of pets (Haraway 2008). In some cases, laws give pets rights like they would give
to citizens: in Spain, pets were recently legally recognized as family members (Arpita 2022). Nast
states that intense consumption in the pet industry and humanization of pets stems from pet
love, which is derived from alienation and isolation in a postindustrial world, or in other words,
pets are the “screens onto which all sorts of human needs, desires, and investments can be and
are being projected” (Nast 2000, 304). Barua explains that animal reproductive work of pets is
vital in surplus – that is, they perform affective labor that is manipulated to create capital – and
animals have value because of their living status (as consumers too) (2019; Haraway 2008). This
is confirmed in marketing journals: marketing of pets rests on the emotional bond, and ads
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containing pets create favorable economic responses (Holbrook and Woodside 2008). Affect for
pets, the environment, and other-than-pet nonhumans creates another opportunity for value
production in the pet food industry, but it is contradictory - caring for pets and affect for
nonhumans is beneficial for wellbeing and perpetuates violence against other distant beings.

1.5

Findings and thesis organization
In sum, using the theoretical perspectives outlined above, my research produced four

significant findings. Chapter three highlights how (1) the images of farms and animals do not
necessarily reflect the conditions of the animals permitted by the humane certification
standards and support colonial ideologies; and (2) this (mis)representation of sustainability and
the animals’ environment highlights how specific consumer values and aspects of the
commodity chain are centered to create a higher exchange value of certified humane pet foods.
Chapter four focuses on the final two findings: (3) sustainability is primarily focused on
transportation and packaging, leaving the significant environmental and social impacts of animal
agriculture insufficiently addressed; and (4) the killability or hierarchization of animals is not
questioned but rather reinforced. The humanization of pets places them above farmed animals
and lays the foundation for the commodification of pets and pet food.
Chapter two describes the geography, my methods, and introduces the websites of
importance for the rest of the thesis. In this project, I focus on the websites of GAP, Open Farm,
and Atkins Ranch. I introduce Certified Humane, Murray’s Chicken, Barrett Pet Foods, and the
layout of the pet store as they are also important actors for this research. Patterns that emerged
throughout the websites include establishing trust and quality through farm and animal
imagery, a commitment to doing things differently or better, and narratives to support their
claims.
Chapter three looks at how Open Farm has added value because of certification and
ethical claims they make as the first certified premium pet food on the market. Certification is a
symbol for the material and social relationships that lead to a higher-quality and ethical dog
food, establishing a sense of trust with the consumer that purchasing a certified pet food
assures that the supply chain is committed to animal welfare, decreasing their carbon footprint,
and treating the farmers and the land with respect. In addition, recalls and pet health have
created anxieties around feeding pets – who are seen as part of the family – creating a market
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for high-end, transparent pet foods. At the same time, Open Farm is not economically accessible
to all and places responsibility on the consumer to fix problems arising from an industrialized
and violent food system. The symbol of certification indicates that some processes of food
systems, such as farm labor, settler colonialism, and animal exploitation are absolved, but are
still present. Although certification may ease the effects, the erasure causes harm by
perpetuating violence through their absence in discourse. This chapter highlights how only
partial aspects of the commodity chain linked to specific consumer values are actively marketed
to create a higher exchange value of petfood. The high cost of certified products restricts
accessibility and places responsibility for sustainability and animal welfare on the financially-able
consumer to make ‘good’ purchasing decisions, therefore fixing structural inequality and
violence in food systems. I extended the term violence beyond the farmed animals to include
the low-paid workers in dangerous working conditions, settler-colonial dispossession of land,
suicides as a result of farmer debt, and racist and unequal food distribution (Melamid 2021, 77;
Pachirat 2011; Reese 2019; Sadanandan 2014).
In chapter four, I discuss how pet food companies are attempting to create sustainable
and ethical pet foods that still cater to the nutritional needs of the pet. However, as seen
through the Open Farm website, these ideas are contradictory – caring for the carnivorous pet
does not question the killability or vulnerability of other beings, including those more impacted
by climate change. Drawing from interviews and textual analysis of websites and certification
standards, I discuss how certification facilitates killability because of the carnivorous canine and
farmed animals ‘living the good life.’ This obscures the lived reality for the farmed animals and
leaves the sustainability of meat production unquestioned. Furthermore, it solidifies animalanimal positionalities and creates intra-species hierarchies as a result of the human through
limited representation of animal welfare and sustainability. While I had expected my research to
be limited to domesticated animals, animal-animal positionalities extend to undomesticated
nonhumans as well. However, I highlight how an uncertified, small-scale dog food producing
farm troubles these ideas through one individual both killing and caring for the animals. Finally, I
call for a different, less oppressive approach to pet food.
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CHAPTER 2.
2.1

METHODS AND REPRESENTATION OF OPEN FARM

Introduction
This chapter does two things. First it presents a geographical overview of a certified

commodity-chain. This commodity chain has two aspects, on the one hand pet food producers,
distributors, and consumers, on the other, standards-making bodies and certifiers who set
norms of what is considered ‘humane’ and ‘sustainable’ animal production practices. Second, I
present the methodological approaches used in this analysis. These include the systematic
tracing of distribution connections linking farmers, pet food manufacturers and retailers,
discourse analysis of published representations such as ‘humane’ and ‘sustainable’, and an
ethnography (and autoethnography) of pet food retailing and consumption.
This chapter presents a case study of two humane dog foods – Open Farm and Best
Buddy 7 – but also analyzes the certification standards and the visual representation of the
supply chain of humane dog food by the supply chain actors. Open Farm was the first certified
humane pet food and will be the focus of this chapter. Because of their status as the first
certified humane dog food company, they are the focus of the online and in-store
representation. Best Buddy is a local uncertified pet food company based in Seattle and will be
the focus of chapter four, although I briefly discuss their online representation. The company is
small scale – run by one person – with an emphasis on developing relations to sell the food. This
includes his relationship with the animals, so even though the food is not certified humane, the
scale of the company permits the humane handling of livestock and transparency while talking
to the person that slaughters the animal and makes the dog food. While the research initially
focused on certified pet foods, I introduce the small-scale, local dog food based in Seattle to
highlight what animal welfare and certification means to farmers on the ground. The owner
speaks to his decision to not be certified and highlights some of the benefits and disadvantages
of large-scale certification programs. Because of the company size, I am better able to
understand the animal-animal positionalities that arise in humane and sustainable dog food.
This chapter presents methods, the geography of Open Farm dog kibble, and the
representation of the supply chain by the actors on their websites. Analyzing and mapping the
geography lays the foundation for understanding how knowledge and value is produced through
7 alias
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its representation, as well as what the implications are for nonhumans (Cook and Crang 1996).
In order to document existing inconsistencies and contradictions, I separated the research into
two phases. In phase 1, I mapped the “Open Farm” dog food commodity chain by (i.) reading
and analyzing the ‘humane treatment’ standards of the certifying agency, Global Animal
Partnership (GAP); (ii.) using the ‘transparency tool’ on the Open Farm website to trace
ingredient origins; (iii.) gathering data regarding the supply chain from public information on the
websites of different actors; and (iv.) contacting company representatives to fill in the gaps of
the supply chain not covered by the websites, such as farm names and manufacturing facilities.
Mapping the value chain and tracking the representation of it allows us to highlight the places
where value is extracted and commodification happens. Mapping the geography also allows us
to see the benefits and contradictions of certification. While tracing the supply chain, I also
described the visual and written text on the websites, which I include in this chapter.
In phase 2, I engaged in autoethnography in high-end pet stores in Seattle and
performed interviews with the owner of Best Buddy raw food and a former pet store employee.
I then compared and analyzed the discourses across all four data sets (supply chain geography,
visual and textual representation, autoethnography, and interviews). Chapter three will show
how the relationships between supply chain actors are commodified to add value to Open Farm
dog kibble while chapter four discusses the implications for nonhuman actors. In this chapter, I
also briefly discuss the representation of the supply chain by Best Buddy raw food, which is
limited because the owner is the farmer, manufacturer, and seller. Knowing about this company
will be important for chapter four.
I begin with the research site before going more in depth on the methods for collecting
data and analyzing. I will also briefly talk about some obstacles I faced during the research
process. I will then describe the websites and geography of Open Farm dog food. In this project,
I focus on the websites of Global Animal Partnership (GAP), Open Farm, and Atkins Ranch. I
introduce Certified Humane, Murray’s Chicken, Barrett Pet Foods, and the layout of the pet
store as they are also important actors for this research. Some of the ‘meta-actors’, such as the
Association of American Feed Control Officials (AAFCO) and the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), could have been analyzed as well but are not included in the scope of this project, but I
provide definitions of who they are. I conclude with consistencies and contradictions in website
representations to facilitate the transition to the next chapters.
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2.2

Research sites: Seattle, WA
This research took place at three different sites where supply chain actors produce

knowledge based on Adrian Evan and Mara Miele’s consumer study on humanely produced
meat: the ‘blue sky,’ the science of welfare, and consumption. In my research, these sites
translate respectively into the websites, the humane certification standards, and the Seattlebased pet stores.
Evans and Miele (2019) identify three primary places where knowledge is constructed,
all of which produce different results: consumption, ‘blue sky,’ and the science of welfare. I
analyze the ‘blue sky’, which is the ideology of welfare that people imagine, through visual and
textual representation on the websites and on packaging (Evans and Miele 2019). Visual
representation took place in-store and during evaluation of the supply chain actor’s website.
The ‘science’ of welfare happens the standards for humane certification. I focus on GAP’s
standards for chickens because chickens have the least amount of legal protection by the United
States government. Their relational value to humans also lies somewhere between the
charismatic cow and the not-so-sentient fish, which I discuss further in chapter four (Elwood
2021). I reviewed the certification standards to understand what the ‘science’ is and how it
varies from the representations. And finally, I analyze the site of consumption, which tends to
be more detached from the production, through autoethnography and interviews (Evans and
Miele 2019). Store employees are trained as educators and mediators between the brands and
customers, interpreting packaging and making recommendations. Roughly 30% of people base
their decision off pet store employees or pet food packaging, justifying the research site and
subjects, with veterinarian recommendations, the pet’s health, and friends and family
competing for pet food decisions (Conway and Saker 2018; Dodd et al. 2020; Kamleh et al.
2020).
Autoethnography (Denzin 2014; Rambo and Ellis 2020) and interviews took place at
high-end pet stores in Seattle, Washington because I have existing relationships with pet
retailers. Seattle is a hub for alternative food movements, for ‘pet-friendly’ amenities, and has a
large quantity of niche markets and private high-end pet stores with a wide variety of products
available, including kibble, freeze-dried, raw, and canned dog food, especially compared to
Lexington, KY where I am writing my thesis (Figure 2.1 and 2.2). This means that consumers have
the opportunity to come into contact with these types of dog food at farmers markets and
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stores. Moreover, thanks to its progressive and green culture, the West Coast in general makes
a lot of local and raw pet foods and there is an interest in local products. Finally, the average
median income for Seattle residents is almost $30,000 more than the national median income
and people are willing to pay a premium for products that align with their values. The national
median household income was $67,521 in 2020 and in Seattle it is $97,185 (US Census Bureau
2020). While the cost of living in Seattle is higher than the national average, there is a
concentrated surplus of wealth, especially those working in the technology industry (Balk 2020).

2.2

2.1

Figure 2-1 Pet Stores in Seattle, WA (Google Maps)
Figure 2-2 Lexington, KY (Google Maps) at roughly the same scale – the green stars represent
boutique pet shops while the blue markers are national chains.

2.3

Positionality
As a trained veterinary technician, former pet store employee, and dog owner, my relation

to this industry draws from my experience in the field and stems from my own concerns
regarding climate change, environmental racism, and animal welfare. Despite growing up in a
rural farming community, I had little knowledge of agricultural or environmental systems until I
entered vocational school to become a veterinary technician. As part of the curriculum, we
studied farmed animal illness and medicine, including ailments stemming from crowded
conditions in factory/industrial farming. I found these animal living conditions distressing and, as
a result, converted to a vegetarian diet and continued investigating industrial food systems.
Through this independent research, I acquired knowledge regarding the extensive
environmental effects of factory farming: deforestation, eutrophication, and soil degradation.
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Five years later, my independent research turned into action, as I began a one-acre farm as an
alternative to industrial agriculture. I decided to expand my informal research, going back to
school to learn about concrete ways to address environmental concerns in agriculture, which is
when I became aware of the structural racism and violence in food systems.
Aside from a clinical interest in nutrition, my personal journey with dog food landed me at
‘humane’ options as I looked for alternative pet foods, vegan kibble, and locally sourced fishbased premium pet food. Eventually, I switched back to the market-leading brand again when
my dog was diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy 8 and it was necessary to feed him a
veterinary formulated diet. While I do not currently purchase alternative pet foods, I am
dedicated to food and multispecies justice, which I practice in other ways such as consuming a
vegan diet, volunteering in community projects, and conducting this research. At the same
time, I recognized that alternative pet food movements (APFMs) may reflect mainstream whitecentered alternative food movements (AFM), and that I am a white woman with the economic
ability to have a pet and a choice in what to feed them. My positionality also eased access to
research sites and commodity chain actors, especially spending up to two hours in stores for
autoethnography without suspicion by store owners and employees. The veterinary field and
pet industry are largely dominated by white females and therefore I match the identities of
employees while I lingered around pet stores, whereas a man or person of color may be
questioned or asked to leave. According to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics 64.2% of
veterinarians are women and 93.3% are white, meanwhile 89.9% of veterinary technicians are
women and 88.5% are white (2020).
When approaching this Master’s research, I became acutely aware of the privilege of
education and university resources I now carry with me and what it means to partake in the
complicated history of geographic research. The University of Kentucky is also located on
dispossessed lands of the Cherokee, Chickasaw, Osage, and Shawnee people and I conducted
my research on the land of the Duwamish and Coast Salish people. Constantly I battle with the
question of engaging with harm, perpetuating harm, or exposing harm in my own academic
research (Tuck 2009). Primarily, I am concerned with whether and how I can speak to violence
8 As I learned from working in the veterinary field, dilated cardiomyopathy is a heart disease that has

recently (in the last four years) been linked with super-premium, vegetarian, and boutique diets. The
disease can be reversed if it is not too advanced, with medication, and by switching diets. My dog went in
to complete remission.
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that I am not familiar with or if it does more harm to couch the topic in general. For example,
what does it mean for me to have a page or two on how the discourses perpetuate Indigenous
erasure or ‘fear of the other?’ How do I “[draw] attention to and [critique] racism and other
practices of discrimination” while not remaining “beholden to the system of knowledge that
profits from oppression” as a graduate student with the task of completing a thesis in which
race is not a central theme but still a part of the work (McKittrick 2021, 72)? Is it best to be left
out of the thesis unless I have enough time to give the discussion the attention it deserves?
Finally, I write as a person that co-exists with dogs – something that some animal rights
activists do not agree with (Pederson and Stanescu 2014).
For the purpose of this thesis, I came to the conclusion that studying institutions or
corporations is my preferred approach to scholarship, versus studying vulnerable communities
that may be affected by the dog food supply chain. I also decided to include conversations of
race, colonialism, and oppression based on identity although I recognize that it deserves more
than the few pages that it receives. I remain skeptical of scholar activism: I think the extractive
roots of academia persist in today’s research even when collaborating with communities
because ultimately the research furthers the academics career in the neoliberal university.
Furthermore, while I enjoy discussing ideas and creative solutions, scholarship often involves
speaking to other academics and it remains inaccessible to many. Yet, still I try. The purpose of
my academic work is to ultimately make a less oppressive, more abundant future for the beings
on Earth (Collard et al. 2015). This research contributes to food and multispecies justice because
it highlights inaccessibility, violence, and interlocking oppression in food systems. Analyzing the
representation of alternative pet foods supports creative solutions, such as the use of
supermarket waste, insects, a return to table scraps or ABP, or vegetarian ingredients in pet
food. Finally, it provides insights for consumers who value environmental sustainability and
animal welfare and supports policy change regarding pet nutrition and pet food development.

2.4

Methods
The first step in my research was mapping the material geography of Open Farm dog food. I

began by entering a lot number from the back of a Turkey and Chicken dog kibble into the
transparency tool and selected chicken to trace, which came from Pennsylvania. Given there
were no farm names, I contacted Open Farm, who gave me names of sheep and pig farms but
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did not know the chicken farm names. However, the transparency tool said the chicken came
from Pennsylvania and that it is Certified Humane 9 (CH). Using the list of chicken farmers on the
CH website, I found Murray’s Chicken in Pennsylvania, the only farm in the state that is CH.
While exploring the CH supplier page, I tracked the number of certified farms in the United
States. There are 296 farms that are certified, 183 of them are egg farms, 36 cattle farms, 32
chicken farms, 23 pig farms, and 7 sheep farms (https://certifiedhumane.org/whos-certified-2/).
When I emailed them, I also asked where they manufacture their dog food. At this stage, I was
able to point to the brand, manufacturer, farmer, and certifier. I also faced walls when working
with some corporations due to privacy rules and did not receive emails back from Barrett Pet
Foods or Murray’s Chicken, among other companies that I did not include in this thesis.
To continue to map the supply chain, I looked at the GAP website because they certify most
of the farms that Open Farm sources from (only chicken comes from Certified Humane). From
their documents aimed at both consumers, producers, and scientists, I found their humanehandling standards and the third-party auditors, additional producers and farm holders, and
information on stock holders. For definitions and for comparison, I analyzed animal welfare laws
for the United States, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom; and explored dog food regulating
organizations such as the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA), and the Association of American Feed Control Officials (AAFCO). I explain
this in more detail in section five.
While exploring the websites, I gathered visual and textual data for further analysis later on
in the research process. I looked at the production of the text, the text itself, and the audience
(Rose 2016). I took note of what was prioritized on their website, the language used for
describing processes and materials, and which animals were represented while tracking
emerging themes to understand what representational strategies are at work (Phillipov and Gale
2020). Previous studies on ‘humane’ meat have shown that visual images are agents themselves
in knowledge production and that the aesthetics of meat packaging are a disconnection in the
production and even the definition of what welfare means (Gillespie 2011; Miele 2011). My
positionality influenced how I read the websites. Based on my existing knowledge of AFM and
the literature surrounding consumption of AFM, I coded for whiteness, emotion and affect,

9 Certified Humane is another certification agency that certifies ‘poultry’ supplied to Open Farm.
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discussions of time and generations, methods to establish trust and authority, and ideas of
science and time.
I approached the certification seal as a symbol or a sign and therefore utilized semiology in
my analysis of the images and texts I collected throughout the process. According to Gillian
Rose, “a semiological analysis entails the deployment of a highly refined set of concepts which
produce detailed accounts of the exact ways the meanings of an image are produced through
that image” (Rose 2001, 70). The concepts I utilize from semiology include ideologies, which
reflect the interests of people in power as compared to science which may expose inequalities;
the sign, including the signifier, signified, and referent; objective correlates, or objects taken for
granted as having those qualities; and preferred readings, which maintain ideologies when the
sign is interpreted ‘correctly’ (Rose 2001). While I researched both Certified Humane (CH) and
GAP as certification organizations, the symbol I focus on is the GAP seal. The GAP seal is the
signifier, while the processes and concepts of humanely raised and sustainable meat is the
signified (Rose 2001; Scollon 2008). Both of these are made tangible through narratives, images,
and concepts of community and time.
As I show in chapter three, the processes and concepts are not necessarily science, but
rather ideologies. “Ideology is knowledge that is constructed in such a way as to legitimate
unequal social power relations; science, instead, is knowledge that reveals those inequalities”
(Rose 2001, 70). Chapter four describes how humane certification legitimates violent food
systems and this research, or science, is to reveal the inequalities implicated in the systems. I
bring a critical and informed eye to these images and to the pet food industry from my own
experiences. I hypothesized that the images would maintain dominant ideologies as long as the
consumers partake in the preferred reading of the sign (Rose 2001).
I used this data to track themes while I conducted autoethnography and interviews over an
8-week period 10. Autoethnography takes my deep prior engagement with food systems and pets
as a starting point for inquiry (Butz and Besio 2009; Denzin 2014; Rambo and Ellis 2009). Prior to
this research, I spent five years working at a pet store and the training involved pet nutrition and
learning about dog food varieties and I drew on this experience. As a veterinary technician, I
10 Although textual analysis continues until this very moment and, since then, Open Farm has completely

re-made their website. Recently, the Pet Sustainability Coalition has launched a webinar series title
“Sustainable Protein in the Pet Industry,” which has also made its way into my analysis.
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became a certified pet nutritionist. I enjoy spending time in pet stores imagining which items my
dogs might like, and therefore my identity between researcher and research was partially
collapsed (Butz and Besio 2009). Autoethnography took place while I was attempting to recruit
for interviews and occasionally as a shopper. I spent anywhere from 10 minutes to an hour in
ten different stores and looked at the arrangement and packaging. I analyzed how the
employees answered my questions around selecting a dog food and the popularity of humane
and sustainable pet foods. I then reflected back by narrating my experience in the store using
voice recording with the goal of tracking consistencies and contradictions across the stores. In
addition to reflecting on my time in stores, I continued to reflect on my role on food systems
and human-animal relations, which can be caring and harmful (Gillespie 2021).
According to Cook and Crang, just knowing how much people know is not enough; but
rather we must understand how knowledge varies and in what contexts (1996). Interviews were
used to examine how people - experts - think, feel, and know about a subject and how their
knowledge was constructed (Secor 2010; Valentine 2005). Instead of generalizing a population,
they explored the experience of supply chain actors, their morals and expectation of consumer
values, and context of knowledge production to understand patterns (Gibbs 2020; Guthman
2004; Secor 2010; Valentine 2005). I recruited two people for interviews – both were with preexisting contacts. While recruiting, I came across some obstacles. Due to COVID-19 and
insufficient support from stores, I was unable to conduct participant observation. I also had
difficulties recruiting interviews through flyers and snowball sampling. However, as expected,
the interviews I did conduct were especially helpful in more-than-human research, as they drew
out affective relationships and nonhuman agency via the way that humans talk about them
(Dowling, Lloyd, and Suchet-Pearson 2017). The interviews were semi-structured and tailored to
the two rather different backgrounds of the participants, which provided a balance between
complex answers during an interpersonal interaction of unstructured interviews, but still
maintained the themes I identified as important like the formal, easier-to-analyze structured
interview (Kvale 2005; Secor 2010). One interview took place in-person outside and lasted about
one hour, while the other was on Zoom. The interviews were audio recorded and transcribed
(Poland 1995).
To analyze the data, I used the MAXQDA code system to code PDFs of the websites and
the transcriptions. Using their automated coders, I found which codes were clustered, opposite,
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repeated frequently, absent, or unexpected (Rose 2016). I used related literature to create
codes, as well as let them emerge from the data. I also labeled the photos on the websites with
a word to see which animals were represented or not, and in which way (alive or dead). I reread the texts to interrogate my own assumptions and look for associated codes, trying to be
inclusive of all potential (possibly invisible) connections and inconsistencies (Gill 2001). I did a
“careful, close reading that moves between text and context to analyze the content,
organization, and functions of a discourse” (Gill 2001, 188). Operationalization unfolded as
empirical data was analyzed.
I then performed a discourse analysis on the empirical data to show consistencies and
contradictions, as well as discuss the implications for nonhumans and the environment.
Discourse happens through texts, which often claim the ‘truth’ through lack of contestation, but
has inequal material consequences (Gill 2001; Rose 2016). Discourse constructs subjects and is
constructed by subjects, therefore can be disrupted – and possibly consequences changed –
through its analysis (Fairclough 1992; Gill 2001). Discourse analysis is a “critical stance towards
taken-for-granted knowledge, and a skepticism towards the view that our observations of the
world unproblematically yield its true nature to us” (Gill 2001, 173). Or in other words, discourse
analysis questions the knowledge that is being offered, such as representations and
interpretations of ‘humane and sustainable’ dog food, in order to unveil the material
consequences that happen as a result of discourse, such as the unsustainability and violence of
meat production due to the discourse of killability.
2.4.1

Tracing kibble geography

Using the transparency tool and company-offered information, this chapter traces the
global value chain of Open Farm dog kibble from the experts that set guidelines to the
manufacturing of the final product. As I trace the origins of this kibble, I also pay close attention
to how the value chain actors visually convey the value chain itself, their mission, their service or
product, and their claims to trustworthiness. For the purpose of laying out the geography, I
traced two animal-based ingredients, lamb and chicken, and discuss the actors involved in the
creation of the kibble and their representation of their role in the value chain. I chose to follow
the supply chain of lamb and chicken because of the difference in husbandry, federal
regulations, and standards. There is a notable difference in imagery of the two as well. Pictures
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of sheep were frequent whereas chickens did not get as much visual attention. Sheep and
chicken are main ingredients in many dog kibbles. I explain the origins of chicken and lamb
ingredients later in the chapter, but it should be noted that many of the vegetable sources come
from North and Central America, with vitamins and mineral sourced globally.

Figure 2-3 simplified supply chain of lamb-based kibble (created by author)
The images on the map represent a simplified example of the material spaces of the
geography of lamb-based kibble. The sheep are grown on farms owned by Atkins Ranch in New
Zealand then transported to be slaughtered at Progressive Meats. After slaughter, they are
packaged and ‘aged’ during transport to the headquarters of Atkins Ranch in San Francisco,
California. Ingredients are sourced by Barrett Pet Foods from places such as Atkins Ranch and
their on-site farm from which they source 40% of their ingredients. It is then packaged and
distributed to 5,000 retailers, where it is purchased by people and consumed by pets. The waste
in the form of poo and packaging is transported away, with some packaging being recycled
through the company Terracycle.
The words on the page represent intangible aspects of the supply chain, beginning with
Global Animal Partnership (GAP) and Open Farm, both of which are the brands that are
advertised and that customers recognize while shopping in the stores. GAP is the organization
that certifies the sheep and is supported by donors and shareholders. GAP employs third-party
auditors that audit every farm every 15 months and report back to GAP. GAP and Atkins Ranch
are owned by Whole Foods and is supported by donors and shareholders, who may be the
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farmers themselves. Open Farm is a privately owned company that selects the manufacturer
and ingredients and markets them to the retail stores and the consumers. As you can see in the
diagram, there is a reciprocal financial relationship between the shareholders and GAP and a
‘standard-making’ relationship between the third-party auditors and GAP. Open Farm and
Global Animal Partnership have a relatively equal relationship as they both support and restrict
each other. GAP benefits from Open Farm using their logo as it established legitimacy and GAP
has governance over Open Farm’s practices because they must adhere to the standards. Open
Farm financially benefits from the GAP logo. Importantly, I found no evidence that the farmers
participated in standards development. The farmers whom are shareholders have priority in
sales. The consumers influence all aspects of the supply chain based on demand and their
desired or imagined production process.
The “meta”-actors in the supply chain were the standards-making bodies, which
included experts such as veterinarians that advise on nutrition; the Association of American
Feed Control Officials (AAFCO) which sets standards for animal feed and nutrition; the creators
of humane standards for Certified Humane (CH) and GAP; the United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA) which regulates slaughter and animal handling laws for the United States;
Seafood Watch which tracks the sustainable harvesting of fish; the organizations auditing farms
for standards; and the companies that drive the market such as Whole Foods through
advertising and spatially concentrating products for consumption. Scientific and market research
are happening at all stages.
I will discuss only the representation of companies that directly interpret and advertise
the supply chain to consumers, which sometimes turn out to be the businesses themselves.
These companies are CH, GAP, Atkins Ranch, Murray’s Chickens, Barrett Pet Foods, Perfect Bowl
pet food, and two local pet store chains in Seattle. I will begin with the main focus of the study,
which is the pet food and the certification agencies, then I move into the farms and
manufacturing facility, ending with the retailers. I will not be analyzing the representation of
AAFCO, the ‘experts,’ and the USDA because the websites were inaccessible due to terminology
or firewalls and the websites had little visual data to analyze. However, they play important
roles. AAFCO develops definitions for pet food ingredients, a universal language for federal and
industry actors to reference, and nutritional guidelines for pets. I will be referencing AAFCO
when I discuss definitions of terms frequently used in the interpretation of the supply chain,
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such as by-products and natural. The USDA regulates food safety and distribution regulations
and enforces humane slaughtering and handling laws. I refer to the USDA when discussing
certified humane standards and federal laws protecting animals. Furthermore, there are a set of
unspecified ‘experts’ that were unable to be traced to a specific person or place and appear
frequently when a company is proving their trustworthiness. In chapter 3, I go into detail on the
commodification of the supply chain.

2.5

Website representation of key supply chain actors
This section covers the representation of the product on the websites, Open Farm and

Best Buddy; the standards-making organizations, CH and GAP; the manufacturing facility, Barrett
Pet Foods; and the farmers, Atkins Ranch and Murray’s Chicken. I also discuss the layout of the
stores, which also plays a part in representation. Images of the websites are in chapter three
and four where I go into more detail on their semiotics, narratives, and meaning.
2.5.1

Pet food:

The Open Farm website targets the consumer, grabbing attention by stating “see what
good nutrition is made of” and the quality is evidenced below with “over 15,000 five-star
reviews” (homepage accessed June 2021). The primary images are of the kibble or of the
ingredients, with a social media section at the bottom featuring pets and Open Farm food. The
drop-down menu has four categories including shop dog, shop cat, our standards, and “take the
quiz” that offers a “recommendation as unique as your pet” (2021). On the premium nutrition
page, Open Farm highlights that they source “the world’s best ingredients,” and that the recipes
are “rich in meat” and contain superfoods (2021). On the ethical sourcing page, they state the
benefits of sourcing “better meat from a better place,” reminding the consumer that happy
animals make better meat for their pet (2021). For example, on name plates below each image
of an animal, you will find phrases like “space to roam” and “no cages or crates” (2021).
However, unlike the sustainable fishing section of the same page which offers statistics on the
harm of fishing, Open Farm focuses on the handling of animals and lack of antibiotics instead of
the environmental impact of animal agriculture. They establish authority through their
partnership with certification agencies, images of animals roaming on farms, and sustainability
statistics. The page finishes with a section on sustainable packaging and the option to trace
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ingredients. Open Farm’s commitment to care, pet health, and quality obscures some of the
more complicated aspects of the food, such as the effects of animal agriculture, slaughter, and
the high cost of the product for the consumer.
The last link on their standards dropdown menu is labeled “climate strategy,” which
carries a different tone from the other pages (2021). The images of wild places and American
landscapes with buffalo and mountain ridges encourage nostalgia for an untouched nature.
Open Farm’s “ambitious science-based decarbonization goals” are supplemented with
explanations of the type of carbon output that happens during production (Open Farm 2021).
The first step in their climate plan includes measuring the direct and indirect carbon footprint of
manufacturing. Second, Open Farm supports projects to offset their output that would not be
possible without their funding, focusing on landscape and wildlife conservation across North
America. Their third goal is to reduce carbon emissions stemming from production and
transportation. Unfortunately, there is no information on the environmental effects of animal
agriculture and they do not have plans to provide a plant-based diet (correspondence with
company).
Best Buddy is localized to Western Washington, it is not certified, and it is run by one
person, therefore the remainder of the websites do not apply to this dog food. The owner relies
on in-person advertisement and word of mouth, so the packaging and website are not as
elaborate as Open Farm. Regardless, it is important to briefly discuss the online representation
as I center this dog food in chapter four. The website has not been updated since 2018. It starts
with two black and white rotating banners, one with a cat and the other a dog. The text overlay
highlights the benefits of the food: “Locally sourced. Raw Diet. Gluten Free. All Life Stages.
Improve the Life of your Pet” (2021). Below the banner, there is an option to shop online,
contact the owner via phone for wholesale, or calculate the cost of feeding this dog food. The
owner writes that he is happy to custom make special diets for veterinary needs and there is a
list of farmers markets where the food can be found. The mission and about pages tell a
personal story about his own dog and the generational business of butchering that he is
continuing. There is an image of the owner and his family. Aside from the “shop now” dropdown menu, the rest of the information is on the benefits and safety of a contested raw diet.
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2.5.2

Standards-making bodies:

The CEO of Whole Foods created the non-profit organization GAP in 2008 and it has
grown to be one of the largest humane handling certifiers in the United States. The company
believes that “meaningful label claims, validated by third-party farm audits, are key to
influencing the industry, raising consumer expectations, and creating long-lasting change” (GAP
homepage 2021). Their website is vibrant, containing infographics, images, cartoon diagrams of
science and the animals’ conditions. Emphasis is placed on the accessibility and economic
benefits of certification for businesses. They offer a multi-step certification process to offer an
entryway for farmers who do not meet the high standards of other certifying agencies yet but
would like certification while still working towards improving humane handling practices. On the
“For Businesses” page, the infographics break down the process of certification into five steps,
provide statistics on consumer demand, and highlight the support that GAP provides to
businesses. On the consumer and standard overview pages, GAP centers emotion and the
humane treatment of animals. For example, the text at the top of the “pet parent” page states
“You love them. So, when you feed them, #MakeItGAP,” which is followed by short sentences
containing an overview of the humane conditions (figure 2.4, 2021). The two most frequent
images are of a white female-presenting woman and of cooked meat. There is a subsection on
each page that states the benefits of GAP: technical knowledge, comprehensive approach,
quality, experience, competitive advantage, and transparency. These terms reflect the overall
mission of the page.
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Figure 2-4 GAP pet parent screenshot, (accessed June 2021)
Certified Humane (CH) is a non-profit organization that was created in 1998 by a
congress member and lobbyist that wanted to create a market-based solution so consumers
could “vote with their dollars” for the humane treatment of animals. Their website takes more
of an activist for the animal approach with less focus on the business benefits of certification.
One of their drop-down menus is titled “take action for animals” and they focus on the
significance of certification by utilizing images from uncertified factory farms (2021). Their
images on the homepage are of animals instead of meat and the animals are seldom referenced
by their product names, such as beef versus cow. Images of the animals are tied with news
stories to evidence their success of humane handling. Instead of simplified images, they link
their claims to the standard documents, requiring a little more work if the consumer wants to
read or understand them. This creates a balance of trust – the consumer can trust that CH is up
front with their standards because of their accessibility but may discourage the consumer from
reading them because of their length. For example, the broiler chicken standards consist of a 45page document. Unlike GAP’s 5 step system that requires the need for simplified image because
of the complexity, they claim that their standards are precise and objective and the pages are
less audience specific. They go beyond animal welfare to highlight that they encourage paying
farmers fair wages and offering transparent fee schedules.
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There is competition between the certifiers. Certified Humane offers a standards
comparison chart which includes Global Animal Partnership. The CH standards are first and the
title of the column is highlighted in yellow. The author bolds, make red, or underlines aspects of
standards they deem to be important or unacceptable. For example, under GAP, the font is red
that states “Higher Steps are elective after the basic requirements of Step 1 have been met;”
meanwhile, in the same row, CH description is bolded and underlined and states “all producers
must comply with all standards in order to be certified. Pass/Fail – 100% of standards must be
met” (CH comparison chart 2021, see figure 2.5). In the chart, CH is showing that their standards
are more comprehensive and rigorous while GAP highlights their accessibility because of their
five-step system. Another point of competition for GAP is that they audit every one of their
certified farms every fifteen months while other “Group Model Certification Programs” only
require that one in ten farms be audited “though all of them will be ‘certified’” (2021).

Figure 2-5 comparison chart provided by CH (a 23-page document, accessed August 2021)
2.5.3

Farmers:

Through contact with the Open Farm representatives, I was able to find the name of a
handful of farmers that supply animal-based ingredients, none of which were poultry farms. I
used the transparency tool for two separate bags of dog food: one lamb and the other chicken
and turkey. The lamb in the bag was sourced from New Zealand and Open Farm had provided
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me with a sheep farm in New Zealand, Atkins Ranch, easing accessibility in mapping the value
chain. The chicken farmer in Pennsylvania is Murray’s Chicken.
The Atkins Ranch homepage starts with the rolling landscape and mountains of New
Zealand with the phrase “natural, healthy, and delicious,” a theme that persists throughout the
webpage (2021). A recipe follows the claim that they care for the animals and the environment.
As you scroll down, text alternates with images of the sheep and the farmers, whom are white
and grouped in heterosexual-appearing family structures. The most frequent words on the page
are related to taste, care, and respect. The first drop-down menu brings you to 100% grass fed,
which states the unnaturalness of a grain diet and references the animal in their non-food name
of sheep. The next, “Lamb 101,” breaks the lamb into body parts and describes the texture and
taste of the cuts from each body part. The images change from the rolling hills to cuts of meat.
Their “our story” page discusses the generations of farmers that have cared for the land and the
sheep, once again with images of white children, adults, and one farm dog. There is an image of
aged images invoking nostalgia of generations past alongside text that states that their
ancestors worked to keep the farm going and the land pristine. Atkins Ranch established trust
on the “our ranchers” page, where one can click on each family image to see their last name and
their location. The company emphasizes the small supply chain albeit their target consumer is
the United States, specifically Whole Foods (2021).
The homepage of Murray’s chicken has a rotating screen in which banner has an image
of a cooked chicken underneath text that highlights their chicken is CH, antibiotic free, family
farmed, and vegetarian fed. Unlike Atkins Ranch, there are fewer images of the rolling hills, but
the farms are localized to the “rolling hills of Southern Pennsylvania” (2021). The text on the
page centers supporting local economies, quality and care, and the generational dimension of
the family farmers. The only image of a live chicken is a baby chick resting in white hands, while
the other images are of farmers, farms, and cooked meals. Like Atkins Ranch, one farmer is
accompanied by a dog. Similar to Open Farm, they offer a transparency tool so one can trace the
origin of a package of chicken. On the “about us” page, the founder Murray Bresky took a stand
against corporate farming after noticing where the industry was headed. Murray farmers focus
on the quality and taste of the chicken and never farm for inventory. Rather, they only process
chickens for each order, and the prompt and humane ‘processing’ happens within 24 hours of
delivery.
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2.5.4

Manufacturing with Barrett Pet Foods:

Open Farm’s kibble is manufactured at Barrett Pet Food Innovations in Minnesota. Their
website is limited to one page and is geared towards dog food companies. They also have a
rotating banner starting with an image of a dog and “family-owned and operated pet food
extrusion company;” the next states that they “keep it local” with an image of crops; the third is
an image of different pet kibbles in lab sample containers with the text “experts in our field;”
and finally, manufacturing equipment with the notification that they are “certified to ship
around the world” (2021). Underneath the banner is a job advertisement followed by their story
and mission, which revolves around innovative solutions and establishing relationships with the
client. The company and farm that supplies the facility were started by Mike Barrett but are now
run by his two children. There is a brief question and answer section asking them about their
pets and hobbies, as well as an image of each owner. After circular images briefly describing the
manufacturing process, Barrett explains the benefits of deferring production to an outside
company: it saves costs, offers a competitive edge, and frees up capital. Unlike other websites,
there is less information about taste or nutrition.
2.5.5

In-store representation:

While in Seattle conducting autoethnography, I visited ten high-end pet stores. I
approached the autoethnography as someone who has worked in the pet industry and enjoys
shopping at these stores. Upon entry in all of the stores there are leashes, toys, and other
products. The dog section of the store took up more space than the cat section, which according
to one employee, does not necessarily represent the amount of cat or dog food purchased. That
is, although the dog industry appears to be more prevalent in the stores and online (there were
fewer images of cats on pet food websites), she generally speaks with just as many cat owners
and sells just as much cat food. Unlike the pet-store chain I worked in, which ordered pet foods
in terms of price and quality, the high-end pet stores do not seem to have a particular order.
When I asked about quality and placement, the employee responded that all of their food is of
high quality, so pet owners can trust everything sold at the store is ‘good.’ When pet foods are
on special, they may be placed on end-caps or prioritized in the front of the store. During a
promotion of Open Farm, the store had a display with coupons, packages of the food, and
plastic ingredients on a cutting board (see figure 2.6).
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Figure 2-6 Open Farm display (photo by author)
The bags are labeled with the primary ingredients and most of the brands have an image
of a dog on the bag, whether it be a domestic or wild dog, such as a wolf. All pet foods make
nutritional claims and are required to have the nutritional information on the bag. Other claims
are made, such as ‘natural’ or ‘human-grade.’ Some feature images of wild places or farms, the
former emphasizes the wild nature of the dog while the latter centers the origin of the dog food.
Generally speaking, packaging featuring images of wild places is associated with phrases such as
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“biologically appropriate” and images of farms or origin focus on transparency and quality of the
ingredients. For example, Open Farm turkey and chicken recipe has an image of a dog in a field
with a map below the flavor that states “100% traceable ingredients”. Some companies that do
not offer the transparency tool, such as Spot Farms, provide an image, name, and location of the
farmer. Other brands are less specific about the origin but imply origin transparency and
humane handling in the flavor name. Acana advertises “Free-Run Poultry and Grains” with
“regional ingredients” near their kitchen in Kentucky, as well as a “Kentucky Farmlands” kibble.
Fromm’s “Highlander Beef” is in a Scottish-themed bag, Taste of the Wild’s fish flavor is titled
“Pacific Stream,” and Stella and Chewy advertise their lamb-based freeze-dried food as “Wild
Mountain Meadow”. The advertising on the packaging and titling of the flavors is a quick way to
establish trust with the consumer. The owner can trust that their pet will be healthy – first
because it is sold in a store that only sells high-quality products, it is labeled natural which in
emphasized with natural images, it makes nutritional claims alongside images of healthy pets,
and the flavor names give a sense of transparency. I dive further into this topic in the following
chapter.
Conclusion
Many themes were consistent across the representations of the commodity chain of
certified humane dog food. At all stages of the chain, the companies establish trust and quality
through farm and animal imagery, committing to doing things differently or better, and telling
stories about the farms or ethical dilemmas of the companies. The websites center how the
consumers can make a difference by purchasing their product, transferring some responsibility
onto the consumer. There is pride in knowing the origin and in their Anglo-American identity – it
is important for the companies to state that they are in close proximity to their consumers
geographically and socially. The farm focus on intergenerational knowledge points to the
importance of time and nostalgia in establishing trust as well while the rest of the commodity
chains refers to ‘experts’ and ‘scientists’ to assure accurate knowledge is used in the production
of the food. In addition to these two terms, other phrases are often used without explicit
definitions, such as good, free-range, humane, and sustainable.
Some of the differences in representation include the object of affect and relationships,
how sustainability was discussed, and the markers of quality. The differences were based on the
scale and goal of the company. On the farm websites, affect was directed towards the family,
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the animal, and the environment. Their definition of sustainability meant preserving the land
and intergenerational knowledge, especially because the quality of their products rest on them.
Dog food companies centered the consumer’s love for pets and the animals they are feeding
them. Open Farm’s sustainability goals focused on packaging and transportation, and quality
means transparency and nutrient-packed ingredients. The certification organizations and
manufacturing facility emphasized their care for the business that uses their services, with the
necessary undertones of caring for the animal and the consumer. They spoke less about the
environment and centered social sustainability and quality by partnering with third-party
organizations that are well known, such as the ASPCA, and also support corporate social
responsibility.
Of course, one cannot assume that the images of the animals, the infrastructure, or the
farmers reflects what happens on the farms. The imagery on the websites suggests that there
are two stages in animal production and one way to farm animals: the live animal, free-range on
the farm with white farmers, and the flesh on a plate. However, the slaughter, the production
volume of the farms, labor, and the environmental impact of meat are missing from the
websites. Furthermore, reading the standards shows the neglect of the federal government to
properly regulate the humane handling of animals, the minimal requirements for flesh to be
labeled ‘humane,’ and the inaccurate representation of the certification standards. For example,
farmed birds can still be kept indoors with artificial lamps and environmental enrichment
includes placing a bale of straw in the house with them (GAP Chicken Standards). The standards
subjectively offer a better quality of life for the animals compared to US regulations and
conditions are better than on factory farms, but they are comparable to the minimum federal
standards in the UK or Australia. In the next chapter, I analyze the commodification of pets,
morals, whiteness, company scale, and certification through their limited representation online.
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CHAPTER 3.
3.1

COMMODIFICATION OF THE CERTIFICATION SEAL

Introduction
Open Farm is one of the highest priced kibbles in pet stores studied, running $87.99 for

a 24-pound bag of chicken and turkey flavor. Aside from being labeled as a super-premium pet
food, Open Farm adds value through certification and via ethical claims they make as the first
certified premium pet food on the market. In this telling, certification stands in as a symbol for
the material and social relationships that leads a company to produce to a higher-quality and
ethical dog food, establish a sense of trust with the consumer that purchasing a certified pet
food assures that the supply chain is committed to animal welfare, decrease their carbon
footprint, and treat the farmers and the land with respect.
The move to certify humane and sustainable pet food arises also in a context in which
recalls and pet health issues have created anxieties around feeding pets – who are seen as part
of the family – creating a market for high-end, transparent pet foods. Pet food brands are aware
of the anxieties and address them in their marketing. At the same time, Open Farm is not
economically accessible to all and places responsibility on the consumer to fix problems arising
from an industrialized and violent food system. The symbol of certification indicates that some
processes of food systems, such as farm labor, settler colonialism, and animal exploitation are
absolved, but in reality, are still present. Although certification may ease the effects, the erasure
causes harm by perpetuating through their absence in discourse.
In this chapter, I highlight how only partial aspects of the commodity chain linked to
specific consumer values are actively marketed to create a higher exchange value of petfood.
Using data from autoethnography, interviews, and textual analysis I examine how humane pet
food certification emerged then call attention to how relationships that contribute to the
production of surplus value. First, I will show that the human-animal relationship must be
commodified, which has been facilitated by the erosion of human relationships in a postindustrial and capitalist society (Haraway 2008; Nast; Rosa 2010). Many pets are treated as
family members and provide surplus in the form of affective labor, providing a target for dog
food companies (Haraway 2008; Barua 2019). Second, the relationship between the pet owner
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and the pet store is commodified: “schmoozing the pet parent 11” is built into the business
model of pet stores and, in identifying a high-end pet store based on layout and products,
consumers trust that the employee will be knowledgeable and therefore will make purchases
based on their recommendations. Consumer trust is also based in the pet-store manufacturer
relationship. Third, the pet food companies, manufacturers, and certification organizations
accentuate their relationships with farms and farmers. Finally, the white farmers feature their
bond with nonhumans – the land, the farmed animals, and generational traditions – erasing
Indigenous dispossession, reinforcing whiteness in alternative food movements, and othering
ingredients based on origin. In other words, relationships and transparency of the commodity
chain are used as a marketing tool. Not only is the final product a commodity consumed by the
pets, but the relationships that make up the chain are also commodified, which is the focus of
this chapter. I conclude by arguing that the representation and commodification of these
relationships obscures the global scale and corporate nature of Open Farm dog food, and
certifying pet food removes responsibility from the state by placing the responsibility on specific
consumers to make ‘smart’ purchasing decisions. As a result, current violent food systems are
naturalized.

3.2

Setting the stage: mass recalls and mistrust

There is a culture of mistrust of big-brand pet food companies and manufacturing regulation
at high-end pet stores, and super-premium pet foods have eased consumer anxiety with their
marketing of US-made, high-quality pet foods. According to Marion Nestle (2008), the mistrust
began in 2007 when melamine-laced protein caused thousands of pet illnesses leading to mass
recalls. At the time, the FDA was hesitant to intervene and therefore issued a ‘voluntary’ recall,
leaving some of these pet foods on the shelf and leading to over 15,000 illnesses that were
difficult to trace back to the pet foods (Nestle 2008). The recalls exposed the hazards of central
manufacturing, the priority that was given to the corporate owners of 75% of all the brands at
the time, weaknesses in oversight by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and the unknown
origin of dog food ingredients (Nestle 2008). Many pet owners became highly skeptical of
market-leading and premium brands and the FDA as a result (Nestle 2008). Following trends in
11 This term was part of the training at PetSmart in 2005 when I worked there.
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alternative food movements (AFM) for humans, new pet food companies emerged that
addressed consumer concerns and used owners’ anxieties to market the food, including
restricting ingredients from China and labeling the country of origin (Nestle 2008).
The mistrust of labels persists in today’s premium pet food culture. In my interviews, a
former pet store employee – Angie 12 – stated that the Seattle chain does not sell any large-scale
‘brand name’ foods owned by global corporations, such as Purina or Hills. Local butcher and petfood maker David 13 called pet food labels “nonsense” and “lies,” which was part of his
motivation to create an alternative pet food. Three pet store employees explicitly said that they
do not trust veterinarians’ recommendations because they promote the market-leading
brands 14 and they “only spend one-month on nutrition in vet school” (interview). They stated
that they would not go to a doctor for diet recommendations, but rather a nutritionist, which
veterinarians are not. Recently, it has been found that some of the super-premium, grain-free
pet foods are causing dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) 15, and while the feedback on this was
mixed, there was at least one employee that said it “is a bunch of crap” because there have not
been sufficient studies, causing more tension between veterinarians and premium-pet food
advocates. Finally, one pet store owner pointed out that dog food labels suggest feeding more
than pets actually need in order to make more money by selling more. This research does not
explore the details of these claims; however, they point to a mistrust that creates a market for
transparency in premium pet food, which the pet food companies have identified and used as a
marketing tool and as a way to make a ‘better’ food.
Aside from recalls, the skepticism is not unfounded as many dog food labels carry
ambiguous definitions or unnecessary claims. For example, premium brands use terms such as
‘premium’ or ‘human-grade’ which are “marketing terms with no legal definition” (AAFCO) or

12 alias
13 alias

14 Market-leading brands like Hills, Purina, and Royal Canin make prescription diets meant to treat

specific diseases. These foods can only be recommended by veterinarians; however, many veterinarians
stand behind their non-prescription diets as well. For example, my own dog is on a prescription
hypoallergenic diet that has transformed his digestion, and most premium pet food advocates would
gawk at the ingredients, which is primarily corn starch and hydrolyzed soy protein. Because of their
effectiveness and the amount of research the market-leading brands do, many veterinarians will
recommend them, but they carry a hefty price tag. The hypoallergenic diet is $99 for a 24-pound bag.
15 My late canine acquired DCM as a result of a boutique pet food that reversed with medication and a
diet change.
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pride themselves on North American ingredients and production, but according to the
Association of American Feed Control Officials (AAFCO), any pet food product without an origin
stated is made in the USA. As stated, many people sought natural foods, but the term ‘natural’ is
another misled marketing tool. AAFCO states:
In an effort to appeal to customers, marketers have increasingly used the term on pet food
product labeling. Presently, AAFCO’s definition of natural is: a feed or feed ingredient
derived solely from plant, animal or mined sources, either in its unprocessed state or having
been subject to physical processing, heat processing, rendering, purification, extraction,
hydrolysis, enzymolysis or fermentation, but not having been produced by or subject to a
chemically synthetic process and not containing any additives or processing aids that are
chemically synthetic except in amounts as might occur in good manufacturing practices. The
U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has not yet defined natural in relation to pet food
labeling. Instead, it relies on the federal requirement that labeling must not be false or
misleading. There is no requirement or statement that natural feeds or ingredients are safer
than those produced by a chemically synthetic process. Natural is a liberal term that
includes more ingredients than it excludes—most pet food ingredients are derived from
“plant, animal or mined sources” (2021).
In summation, labels appear to give the consumer additional information but can be misleading.
A pet food labeled ‘natural’ or ‘human-grade’ may have similar ingredients to a pet food without
those descriptors. Even if many pet-owners are unaware of this ambiguity, certification carries
more weight than buzzwords on a package precisely because it is the symbol of specific
production processes and ingredients that incorporates and defines the above labels, which I
discuss as the chapter goes on. Non-profit humane certification organizations like Global Animal
Partnership (GAP) claim that their labels are “meaningful,” which makes sense given that federal
definitions are vague (GAP homepage 2021). Humane certification gives a clearer definition of
what the label means through third-party audits and lengthy guidelines for farmers.
The certification label goes through what Scollon (2008) call re-semioticization, or the
simplification of processes and narratives into a symbol. In his study on organic rice, he found
that the word organic encapsulated “an extended historical itinerary of action, practice,
narrative, authorization, … and reification” across a wide variety of time, materials, actors, and
scales, as we will see in this chapter (Scollon 2008, 233). If a product carries the certification, the
seal of certification is claiming relationships with the farmers, humane treatment of animals,
sustainable agriculture, vegetarian diets for the farmed animals, no hormone or antibiotic use,
and transparency of the supply chain. Thus far, I have been referring to Open Farm as certified
dog food but certified is not a property of the food, rather the food is understood to be a
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materialization of processes symbolized by the certification ‘seal’ on the lower right corner of
the bag (Mutersbaugh 2005; Scollon 2008). It refers to the humane practices of the farmers,
slaughterhouse workers, manufacturers, and producers when they are handling the animals.
Certification also encompasses the morals of the companies that perform the certification and
Open Farm as a brand, as they contribute to the narrative and authorization of the symbol.
It is also in line with the morals of AFM and the high-end pet store customers looking for
a healthy option for animals and the planet, and consequently themselves. Open Farm was the
leader in the industry by attaching the label to their products alongside a map indicating
ingredients origin and images of farms, further linking the imagery, certification, and processes.
However, during my time conducting autoethnography in pet stores and speaking with
employees, most people did not go in looking for a humane or sustainable pet food, but rather a
healthy dog food that claimed transparent production, which certification also offers without
having to do the research on the production even if it was originally meant to signify humane
handling of the farmed animals. The transparency of Open Farm relieves anxieties around
illnesses because much of the fear was around the uncertainty and origin of the illness. The
chance for contamination is decreased if the company knows where every ingredient comes
from. The certification boosts the value of the food for those willing to pay the extra price, but
as Tad Mutersbaugh argues in his work on fair-trade coffee, the seal does not necessarily
represent quality or the intrinsic qualities of the product, but rather the extrinsic qualities or the
processes and spaces in which the product is made (2005). In other words, the seal symbolizes
the processes and spaces through re-semioticization (Scollon 2008).
The process of re-semioticization begins with farmers raising animals in a way that is
different than factory farming, which is practiced over time (Goodman 2004; Scollon 2008;
Watts et al. 2018). Using the definition of humane, this would involve treating the animals with
compassion and sympathy. Consumers tend to trust AFM – and therefore certification seals –
but the trust is conditional, which is remedied by continuous reinforcement of the narrative
behind the seal (Watts et al. 2018). The farmers create a descriptive and historical narrative
about their practices to back up their claim, which becomes a key element in determining
whether or not they are truly humane (Goodman 2004; Scollon 2008; Watts et al. 2018). The
narrative is then legitimized by a third party, GAP or Certified Humane, “which anticipates
predictable and unchanged continuation of practice” and certification happens (Scollon 2008,
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242). In the case of Open Farm, they further legitimate the seal with their transparency tool,
which I discuss in chapter four. The practices, narrative, and authorization are then simplified
into a label – the GAP seal and transparency map on a bag of Open Farm – which is sometimes
shifted in to an image that can be adapted by other brands 16, adding to the re-semioticization
(Mutersbaugh 2005; Scollon 2008). The material product takes the attention, removing the
history and processes as the focus. The bag of Open Farm dog food reifies what it means to be
ethical, but the shift away from the process erases some of the contradicting ideologies and
practices that occur in the supply chain. The seal is the only thing that represents the ‘goodness’
of the Open Farm’s practices because consumers cannot see the processes or the spaces of
production (Mutersbaugh 2005). Moreover, the added value of certified dog food transforms
the relationships between human and nonhuman actors from something abstract into a
concrete object that can be and is commodified. As we learn throughout this chapter and the
next, the images and narratives that the consumer sees represents an imagined ecology yet the
representation is partial with aspects of the supply chain misrepresented (Goodman 2004).

3.3

Commodification of the human-animal bond
Mistrust in food systems has led to the development and commodification of

certification. Open Farm adapted certification to the pet food industry because pet owners were
concerned with the health of the pet, whom have in recent years become part of the family
(Nast 2006; Haraway 2008). Economist Morris Holbrook argues in his article that pets are an
excellent target for marketing because of their status in the family and that pets and people are
“companions in commerce” (2008). He asks “How could we deny our canine companions or kitty
compadres anything that could make these creatures more contented or more comfortable”
(2008, 547)? He demonstrates that brands “need only exercise their imaginations to conceive of
still larger, loftier, and more lucrative ways in which people can spend money” (2008, 547). Said
differently, the human-animal bond is commodified because people are willing to spend
whatever necessary on their beloved companions.
At the same time that capitalism preys upon the human-animal bond, capitalism also set
the stage for the commodification of pets and the commodification of the human-animal bond
16 The symbols of certification themselves create value, even if the product is not certified. even though
the symbols of barns, free-range animals, and maps have trickled onto the packaging of non-certified
diets.
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because it creates surplus time that contributes to alienation, which is relieved by pets. Rosa
(2010) argues that the intensification of capitalism and technology has created surplus time.
Surplus time has joined competitive capitalism and the human desire ‘to do it all’ to generate a
world in which humans attempt to do more in less time units. Along with this accelerated pace
of life and technological changes, humans disengage from space, morals, other living beings, and
even their belongings because relationship turnover also increases. It is normal for people to
engage in throwaway culture, or move on from jobs, fashion styles, and family traditions quickly
and whenever they would like to. For example, in today’s gig economy, people work a variety of
short-term jobs, versus the generational trades in previous centuries.
Heidi Nast agrees engages with alienation in capitalist, post-industrial societies and adds
pets in the mix as the solution people have found to isolation, especially in higher economic
classes. She states that pet-love is facilitated by “a decline in family size concomitant with deindustrialization, an aging demographic, and elite footlooseness in both work and leisure,”
which leads to loneliness (Nast 2006, 304). Long-term communities crumble and humans
become increasingly alienated from other humans (and arguably increasingly separated from
the injustice in the world 17) because of mobility, physical and emotional distance, and
throwaway culture (Nast 2006). Pets have been particularly effective in filling the void left by
humans, especially dogs 18. Consequently, the bond between the human and pet – and the
surplus income and affective labor contributing to the bond – creates a place where value can
be extracted, otherwise known as what Haraway (2008) would call ‘encounter value’. I argue
that the human-animal bond is the foundation for Open Farm adopting and reinforcing the
resemioticization of certification for the humane handling of farmed animals. In the following
paragraphs, I describe two important aspects of multispecies interactions that create value from
encounters: the commodified human-canine relationship and dogs as consumers.
Barua highlights how dogs are performing unpaid affective labor for the human by providing
relief from the isolation one feels in a postindustrial world (2019). As a result, people are willing
to spend money in “lucrative ways” to make them “more contented or comfortable (Holbrook
17 According to Nast, part of critical pet studies involves analyzing the ways in which pet love and

excessive income being spent on pets obscures, or even exacerbates, human-human violence and the
increasing gap between the rich and poor. An example being injustice against animals being taken more
seriously than the mistreatment of immigrants in detention centers.
18 There are limited images of cats in the marketing of Open Farm and associated supply chain actors.
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2008, 547). In doing so, the dog becomes vital in accumulating capital through its living status
and affective labor as the owner invests in products for the dog beyond just the basic
necessities, such as personal backpacks and strollers (Haraway 2008). Moreover, given the
contemporary configuration of pet-human relationships, the animal is (mostly) dependent on
the human, creating a parent-child dynamic: everything that you would buy for another human
or for a child can now be purchased for a dog. While in a store in Seattle, a woman entered the
store with a stroller that contained a dog, an item historically designed and used for human
children. It was the dog’s birthday and the store owner presented her with a frozen birthday ice
cream, toys, and a birthday hat for the dog to wear. Of course, the dog probably enjoys the
treats and toys, and the person may be using a stroller because of a mobility issues the dog has,
but we do not actually know what these purchases mean to the animal.
This is not an uncommon experience in pet stores. As I mentioned in chapter two, the front
half of pet stores is filled with products that connect pets to humans, such as clothing, toys, and
designer collars. In the same store, there was a seasonal backpacking set up, offering pets
everything from personal backpacks to S’mores flavored treats. Buying items made for humans,
especially young humans, evidences how pets are being increasingly seen and nonhuman
‘babies,’ especially for younger generations 19. The affective labored that the animal provides is
reciprocated by the human through buying things that, arguably, the pet does not want or need.

19 One study showed that Millennials own a majority of the pets in the US, making up 32% of the pet

owners, with other generations trailing behind in the 20% range (Bedford 2021). Regarding millennials as
a generation, stereotypes suggest they are entitled and lazy, and financial disasters because of their love
for Avocado Toast (Judkis 2017); however, approaching millennials love for pets complicates how we
understand millennials, human and nonhuman relationships, and resistance to and crises of capitalism. In
an article on the Huffington Post webpage, Bond states that: It’s no secret that millennials are delaying
major life milestones such as buying homes, getting married and having children, largely for financial
reasons. In Los Angeles, for example, the median home price hit an all-time record of $618,000 this past
June, prompting an increasing number of millennials to remain renters. The cost of having kids is also
higher than ever; the U.S. Department of Agriculture estimates it will cost a middle-income family
$233,610 to raise a baby born in 2015 through age 17. And millennials collectively hold about $1 trillion of
the nation’s debt, a 22% increase over the last five years (2019). As this points out, the financial burden
exhibits the failures of capitalism, not this generation’s love and investment in pets or avocado toast. In
fact, pets offer them a way to make a home when ownership or family is unobtainable. At the same time,
dog food companies, especially Open Farm, are targeting millennials because of their acute awareness of
financial and climate crisis, which will be discussed further in this chapter. It is also interesting to note that
the targeting of millennials becomes more apparent when attention is paid to the wording and visuals on
the website. Like one would see on an Instagram story, there are hand-drawn arrows pointing to
important things, and shortened words such as ‘obvi.’
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Humans are investing a lot of emotion and money into their relationship with a dog, and the
importance of this familial-like relationship has not gone unnoticed by corporations.
At the same time that they are treated like children, their animality remains. Unlike children,
dogs can be left alone or easily moved, molded into whatever the human needs, they do not talk
back, they only live 10-14 years, and they can be discarded if a human deems the relationship is
not working (Nast 2006, 302). It is this that makes them the ideal substitute for children for
those living ‘footloose’ lives. This is important to consider in chapter four when I discuss humananimal positionalities and the mobilization of the dog’s instinct in marketing and perpetuating
killability.
By nature, the dogs themselves must eat and therefore are consumers as well, and humans
want to feed them as they would feed their human family. Based on interviews and website
analysis, the pets’ nutrition is priority and customers primarily enter high-end pet stores looking
for nutritious, high-quality, or natural dog food. When approaching sales people, customers had
either a specific need or they elected a pet food based on their own preferences. The most
frequent complaints that were heard in pet stores were surrounding coat and stool, but the
local chains in Seattle offer dietary advice for problems ranging from fleas to weight loss. In an
interview with Angie, a former pet store employee, she stated that people often will choose the
protein type based on how they feel about the animal it originates from, whether it is disgust or
love. They will elect a food based on price assuming that more expensive means better or, if
they are cost-concerned, elect a food that is less expensive. At a local farmer’s market, producer
of Best Buddy dog food stated that he “can spot [his] customer from a mile away”: usually they
are health conscious, female-presenting people attending the market in some sort of exercise
clothing and looking for a healthy choice for their pets as well. Looking at packaging reveals that
pet food also follows trends in human diets: prior to diet-related cardiomyopathy, grain-free or
‘ancestral’ diets emerged alongside ‘primal’ human diets; and grain-friendly foods advertised
‘ancient grains’ as a primary source. These last two points reflect how (some) humans mirror
their own needs and desires on to pets because of the bond they have with them and their place
in the household. And because pets need to consume for survival, they are investing in their
not-quite human family member and are willing to pay a high price to care for their pet.
Wanting to feed pets better is also a result of brands shaping the way dogs are
commodified, with a historical example being the introduction of kibble as a way to utilize by48

products from the meat industry and being marketed as the best thing to feed your pet. As I
have shown, premium brands are now feeding off (1) consumers’ personal preferences and
ideas about nutrition; (2) the fear and mistrust of labels that emerged in 2007 with the massive
recalls of pet food after it was causing mysterious deaths in pets; and (3) the qualities of
alternative food movements that consumers are attracted by, such as relationships,
sustainability, and welfare (Nestle 2008). Open Farm approaches this by sourcing their
ingredients from certified humane farms in order to be able to place the certification seal on
their bag. This tells the consumers that Open Farm is aware of their concerns and the strong
bond that they have with their pets, and the consumer need not look further than their dog
food because the symbol represents a history and narrative that soothes their anxieties. They
believe it is a top-quality food and its price tag matches this idea.

3.4

Commodification at the pet-store
Resemioticization requires a community to maintain the symbol’s significance, and a

community is made up of social groups, histories, and identities (Scollon 2001). In this particular
instance, I am talking about the community that is formed at the pet store made up of
consumers and employees. A community is formed when an action is repeatedly performed
alongside social practices and the means through which meaning is created such as language,
material, and gestures (Scollon 2001). Like certification signaling transparency and high-quality
nutrition, the pet store is a symbol for trustworthy food and yet another place of a commodified
relationships for those who frequent them. High-end pet stores can be identified by their
smaller size, consistent layouts, and specialty pet products throughout, or rather mediational
means. Most people that work or shop in pet stores have at the very minimum two things in
common: a love of pets and concern for their well-being. As I stated in my positionality
statement, the industry is dominated by white female-presenting individuals. Furthermore, a
language has developed in the pet food industry, evidenced by the definitions of premium pet
foods I provided in the introduction. Finally, consumers know what to expect when they identify
a place to be a high-end pet store. A consumer can be assured that the pet store company
stands behind every product they carry and that they will be met with knowledgeable
employees who have done the research on the diets because it is a consistent and advertised
social practice of the community.
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Angie spoke of the extensive training the employees go through in the small Seattle
chain she worked for. Pet food manufacturers provide informational videos that “[give] a
background into the foods and how they're made and what's in them and what not” (interview)
or send representatives to discuss the product with employees. This information is then
transferred to the pet owner. Angie spent anywhere from ten minutes to an hour with
customers and talking with them was a primary part of the job description. If a consumer
identifies a shop as a high-end pet store, they can expect that all of these processes will be met.
The image of the high-end pet store is that it is not just a place to buy products, but a consistent
source of trustworthy information. This adds extra significance to their label and the
certification seal because Open Farm chooses these stores to sell their products, economically
benefiting the store, the label, and their brand.
The high-end pet store is a site of engagement in which the community and symbolism
can be reproduced and therefore recognizable by members of the same group, which is built
into the business model (Scollon 2001). The personability and scale of the high-end pet stores
intentionally creates a ‘family’ that keeps customers coming back to those particular stores, and
this family relies on the human-animal bond. The owner of one store said he intentionally tried
to create a family, remembering his clients’ and their pets’ names; and another store had
polaroid pictures of the furry family members on the wall. The former was proud of his 100%
five-star reviews on Yelp as a result, which brought in more customers along with his
competitive pricing. In the way, the employee is also performing affective labor that built upon
the labor that the pets provide, both of which cater to the consumer. While it is comforting to
have the human connection and a source of information for pet owners, it is not without a
financial benefit. In other words, the store is profiting of the relationships and trust between the
customer and the employee. Rather than the certification symbolizing the knowledge or trust of
the pet store employee, they work in tandem as a semiotic aggregate to validate one another
(Scollon 2001). Selling or buying certified dog food in a store perpetuates the community that
Open Farm (and the store) needs and markets to. The community tends to be those interested
in AFM, often symbolized by the white, heterosexual family, which I discuss in the next sections.
The relationship with the customer relies on the store’s relationship with the
manufacturer and dog food company. The stores maintain personal relationships with
representatives from the companies and will only buy from small companies that allow the store
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to visualize and approve the production process, establishing further trust with the consumers.
This economically benefits both companies, but according to Angie, the store has the upper
hand: if a relationship is not working for the company, or if the company takes an action the
store does not agree with, they will stop selling the food. Consequently, premium brands have
to sell their products to the stores. Open Farm’s goal emphasis changes depending on the mode
and audience. A look at their training material for stores highlights the economic value and
superiority of the food. Offering Open Farm dog food will drive new customers to the store by
“delivering pet parent values” vis-à-vis the consumer values highlighted on the website (2021).
According to their training module, Open Farm consumers purchase 1.25 more products that
the average consumer. The module then dives into animal welfare, transparency, sustainable
fishing and packaging, and nutrition so the employee has information to share with consumers.
This adds more significance to the symbol: selling Open Farm dog food, which is unique because
of its certification, means that the store will generate more income; and it builds into the
community in which the symbol flourishes by giving the employee a narrative that backs it up.

3.5

Commodification behind the scenes
Many premium pet foods, and their manufacturers, advertise their connection with

growers, assuring local sourcing, transparency, and quality ingredients when you see their logo.
For example, Open Farm emphasizes the steps they took to produce the most ethical food for
dogs: they spend a lot of time thinking about and sourcing their dog food, all the while making
connections with the farmers along the way. Open Farm takes a moral stance that the best way
to create ethical dog food is through “painstakingly sourcing” ingredients and they spend their
time “obsessively formulating” the recipes for optimum nutrition (Ethical sourcing page 2022).
On their mission page under the banner of ethical sourcing, they state that their “days revolve
around ridiculously meticulous sourcing” ingredients (2022). This is an example of the narratives
built in to the symbol. Open Farm narrates the process as such:
Everything in every Open Farm bag is carefully sourced from the most humane and ethical
farms, fisheries, and producers. We raise the bar on farming practices by partnering with
certification partners who keep us transparent and accountable. Holding ourselves to these
standards means you can always trust what’s in your pet’s food, no matter which Open
Farm product you’re feeding (2022).
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In this quote, we see that Open Farm is using a narrative about their process to legitimate their
claims of being ethical and transparent, then having the process authorized by a third party to
further establish trust. The principal author of what ethical means is an outside source “to keep
them transparent and accountable” (Open Farm 2022). They back up their claims with details of
the ingredients, making sure that consumers can trace “every single thing” back to its origin,
which would not be possible without the personal connections they have made with the
farmers. Their confidence in their food consistently being high quality, humane, and sustainable
establishes authority that is difficult for a consumer to challenge, which is further solidified with
the transparency tool 20. Even if consumers choose not to trace their ingredients, having the
option is a symbol of the excessive measures the company takes to ensure that the dog food is
an ethical and healthy option to feed their pet. The extra steps taken by Open Farm and the
added features creates added value and legitimates the extra costs transferred to the consumer.
Open Farm leans heavily on local sourcing and draws upon existing narratives in alternative
food movements to contribute to the significance of humane certification. Watts et al. found in
their study of local food chains that trust in AFM appeared “to be predicated on direct personal
contact” (2018, 28). Consumers resisted large scale, conventional food networks by “shopping at
small local retailers” (2018, 28). Open Farm approaches the local in several ways. First, this is
done with their attention to detail, giving the food and the process a small-scale feel. It seems
impossible to know as many details as Open Farm provides if they were working within
conventional food systems. Second, images of single farmers on the ranch websites and a
picture of hands holding the tops of dirt covered carrots makes it seem like the process is
intimate and manual instead of the mechanized processes of industrial agriculture, again
referencing the history and narrative of compassion symbolized by certification (figure 3.2). The
20 There are other ways that pet food companies signal origin without the extra steps that Open Farm

takes to ensure transparency. For example, Taste of the Wild implies origin in the flavor. A consumer can
purchase Appalachian Ranch or Pacific Stream dog kibble. Other foods put images of the farmers and
maps on the packaging to symbolize transparency and knowability without providing a tool to trace the
ingredients, such as Spot Farms. On the chicken treat packaging, next to the image of farmers Mark and
Hannah, it claims the chicken comes from several family farms across nine counties in Western Kentucky.
Also, the manufacturer of Open Farm manufactures 150 different types of pet foods (Barry,n.d.). The
pricing varies on the foods and I wonder why – is it the extra steps that causes extra costs? If the
ingredients are sourced from the on-site farm, would all of the pet foods have the same qualifications? Is
certification more expensive even though the food itself is not certified? I was unable to contact Barrett
foods to find out more information on sourcing and manufacturing differences.
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image of dirty carrots represents the ‘goodness’ of the process because it allows consumers to
see and therefore imagine how production works. Third, Open Farm’s manufacturer – Barrett
Pet Foods – sources ingredients from “reliable local sources,” including a man named Mike who
runs the farm that is located on the facility property (Barret Pet Foods 2021). Stating the name
of the farmers on the manufacturing websites and throughout the farm websites gives the
consumer the “direct personal contact” that they expect from AFMs.
It makes sense why Open Farm would use images and rhetoric that portray small scale
farming given that consumers are skeptical of big brand name dog food. However, focusing on
the volume of Open Farm, manual cultivation of ingredients by Mike or any of the farmers in the
images seems unlikely. As a former employee of a small-scale farm supplying 300-400 families
and a handful of restaurants, we still used tractors to harvest carrots because hand-pulling was
far too time consuming. According to a representative, Open Farm manufactures hundreds of
thousands of pounds for over 5,000 retailers. The assumption that each ingredient is treated
with individual care – or has direct personal contact with the farmer – forms part of the
imaginary (Goodman 2004; Watts et al. 2018). Additionally, the affective idea that vegetables
are cared for contributes to the humane handling of the animals because it reflects the image of
the harmonious and small-scale farm that I discuss in the next section. The symbol of
certification being adapted into an image and the image is reifying the symbol. Furthermore,
while they source 40% of their ingredients locally, some are imported internationally and the
products are shipped around the world therefore defeating the sustainability aspect of the
alternative food movements.

3.1

3.2

Figure 3-1 farmers and their dogs on the rolling hills of New Zealand (Atkins Ranch accessed
June 2021).
Figure 3-2 hand-picked carrots and wholesome ingredient description from the Open Farm
ethical sourcing page (accessed June 2021).
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One exception to the ideology of being local is Open Farm’s sourcing of lamb from New
Zealand, although Atkins Ranch uses language to fit in with the register of being local. Atkins
Ranch supplies North American Whole Foods markets in addition to Open Farm. Atkin’s Ranch
‘join our family’ page encourages new farmers by stating they can join “our small and focused
New Zealand supply chain.” Meanwhile, on the ‘our story’ webpage, they provide a narrative
that excuses the thousands of miles the lamb has to travel while still being part of the local and
sustainable alternative food movements:
While our lamb starts its journey many miles away, we know the importance of being
around the corner, which is why our American home is San Francisco, California. We’re likely
to be sitting down to dinner the same time that you are. We invite you to slow down, share
and savor the delicious, healthy taste of Atkins Ranch lamb.
Atkins Farm is inviting the consumer to slow down – a key term in slow food movements. The
corporate headquarters is being referred to as a friendly neighbor and home in which people sit
down to dinner. In addition, New Zealand is considered to be a part of the Global North even
though it is located in the South, and the farmers and families on the page still resemble the
middle-upper class consumers of alternative food movements and Whole Foods (figure 3.1).
Using Watts et al.’s argument on local food imaginaries, it is clear that local is more of “a marker
of the scale of human relationships, rather than as signifying specific places” (2018, 28). In other
words, local is deployed as a marketing tool in which the imagined human relationships are
commodified to increase the economic and moral value of the food.

3.6

Racialized landscapes, othering, and the heteronormative family
As we have seen, the seal of certification stands for the humane treatment of animals,

sustainability, transparency, and high-quality nutrition. However, as I discussed in the pet store,
the semiotic construction of community is built on self-identification with the histories,
practices, and identities of said community with the goal of surplus-value extraction. Imagined
communities and capitalist value extraction both require exclusion and inequality. In this
section, I discuss the exclusion of people from AFM and the exclusion of histories and practices
from the certification narrative based on sexuality, race, and ethnicity.
Within ingredient origin marketing, the farmers emphasize a generational relationship
with their animals and the land, allowing the consumers to also care for the animals and the
land by purchasing their products. Importantly, time and generations are emphasized and
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necessary for establishing trust in the symbol because the symbol represents repeated
practices. The farmer narratives provided by the website describes how they came to be a part
of the certified humane supply chain, and invites the consumer to be a part of the family, using
words such as our, we, you, connection, and values. The images on the websites are meant to
establish trust and transparency with the consumer and to give them a sense of where the food
comes from. The narrative presents the farmer as the product of generations of people who
have protected the land and traditional ways of farming, as seen in the images of old photos
below. A key feature of re-semioticization and trust in the represented processes is repeated
practices over time. Consistently throughout the websites, there are exclusively images of white
farmers and families and persistent usage of familial language. On the Atkins “Our Story” page,
images containing children, male and female presenting pairs of similar ages labeled with their
‘family’ name (figure 3.3). The Murray’s Chicken website also has images of white individuals
and the owner’s linear narrative references the idea of family through his desire to leave a
legacy for his children and grandchildren. Because these families have a history of respecting the
land, they can be trusted to continue humane and sustainable farming into the future.

Figure 3-3 the “family values” of Atkins Ranch and associated images (“Our Story” page accessed
2021)
Again, the images and narratives provide an imaginary connection for the consumer to
understand and feel connected with the process of production. These images evoke a sense of
nostalgia if you identify with a white, heterosexual family, and therefore offer a point of
personal association with the supply chain actors. Above, Atkins Ranch is indexing the
predictable traits typically associated with AFM, such as whiteness and heterosexuality, and
excluding images of farm workers and animal conditions associated with the certification
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standards 21 (Slocum 2006). Rachel Slocum (2006) describes how whiteness spatially through
AFMs through production, packaging, promoting, and eventual consumption by the white
middle class family. Atkins Farms demonstrates how whiteness permeates: the farmers
(producers) and promotion of the products throughout the website are all pale-complexion
persons ‘doing good’ to the land and to food systems (Slocum 2006). Alkon and McCullen call
this the “white farm imaginary” in which white farmers as the face of the operation render
“invisible the low-paid, predominantly Latino/a workers who do the bulk of the cultivation” and
the violent history of plantation slavery (2011, 938-9). As I will discuss in the following chapter,
the conditions of the animals represented in the images also do not reflect the reality of their
environment as allowed by the standards. The white family farmers are standing in for the lives
of the employees and animals laboring on the farm reinscribing whiteness in AFM, including
AFM for pets making them unknowing participants in the racist structures that form the US
agricultural system. While knowing the demographics of typical Open Farm consumers is
beyond the scope of this study, I can highlight that the identities produced from the social
practices seen in the images are associated with the white, heterosexual, settler colonial family.
Consequently, whiteness pervades alternative pet food movements as well.
White ownership of land rests on indigenous genocide and colonial land theft – a history
that is erased and deemed impossible if the farmers have owned the land for many generations.
Billy-Ray Belcourt argues that colonialism and animal agriculture are “only possible because of
and through the historic and ongoing erasure of Indigenous bodies and the emptying of
Indigenous lands for settler-colonial expansion” (2014, pg. 3). Domesticated animals were vital
to the process of colonization because they provided the means to realize the potential of the
land, something the indigenous people had ’failed’ to do (Anderson 2006). The establishment of
farming practices to ‘civilize’ the land naturalizes their ownership and also establishes animals as
their property, adding market value to the land and the farmed animals (Anderson 2006;
Stanescu 2019; Tallbear 2019).

21 While not the focus of this thesis, this is an important point to mention. I realize that it is not getting
anywhere near the sufficient attention that it deserves. The theme is beginning to emerge in the pet
industry: the Pet Sustainability Coalition has addressed the dangers and low wages associated with
agricultural work.
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Not only do they claim to have been on the land for generations, they are stewards of
the land, taking ‘care’ of it in the face of conventional corporate food systems. On the Atkins
Ranch website, they discuss preservation of land:
Our ranchers work with the natural eco systems of their land and aim to keep the
environment as pristine as possible. Many of them have set aside areas on their ranches
for conservation purposes, focusing on regenerating the land and water (2021).
According to their description, the land is ‘theirs’ and the environment is ‘pristine.’ The
argument that the land is pristine and untrammeled justified its’ theft by settlers moving West,
claiming it as ‘theirs’ despite indigenous populations inhabiting it (Deneven 1992). Dedicating
parts of the land for conservation makes them the savior and the discourse of preserving the
land for future generations solidifies the continuation of settler colonialism of the land and
animals because the farmers are seen as doing a service for the Earth, humans, and nonhumans
through sustainable and humane practices 22 (Stanescu 2019). So even though humane handling
is seen as compassionate and collaborative between the animal, the land, and the farmer, we
see that it is still animal agriculture that was built on and perpetuates violence.
While not overtly racist, Open Farm’s commitment to quality is linked to the Western
origin of the ingredients and supports nationalist ideologies. When I put the lot code of a bag of
turkey and chicken kibble into the transparency tool, twenty-six of the ingredients came from
the United States and Canada, with ten ingredients from Europe and four from Asia limited to
Japan, the Philippines, and India. There is no harm in the ingredients being sourced primarily
from the United States, except the entire website indexes the ethics and quality of the
ingredients in relation to their origin. On their “ethical sourcing” page, the second banner states
that they get “Better meat from better places,” with the better place meaning certified humane
farms in the US (2021). Similar to what Vasile Stanescu found with the ‘locavore’ movement,
buying locally sourced, ethical foods reinforces an “anti-immigrant sentiment” and the
threatening other through western superiority in farming practices (2010, 24; Said 1978). Such
identification and loyalty with ingredients with western ingredients is a banal way of
reproducing the nation, sometimes to the detriment of others (Billig 1995). It has been
documented that food discourse is closely linked to nation and gives the consumer a sense of
22 Barrett Pet Foods recently opened a second manufacturing plant in Minnesota on land that was

purchased from the public school district. Residents were concerned that the plant would interrupt
learning for the special education school that is adjacent to the facility. There are larger questions about
why the school was already placed in an industrial zoned area.
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belonging, but it only offers belonging to particular individuals (Andersson and Smith 2021;
Ichijo and Ranta 2016).
Furthermore, it stands in context of the recalls of Chinese-sourced ingredients in which
chicken meat was laced with melanine as a filler, causing death in dogs. On their mission
statement, Open Farm claims that there is no “mystery meat” in their recipes (2022). At that
time, it was a mystery why the patients were sick but it was later connected to chicken from
China. While this could be referencing the ‘unknown’ by-products processed into dog food,
Open Farm uses by-products in their recipes (labeled as whole-prey) and the language of
mystery references the discourse of the unexplained illnesses around 2007. Amy Hanser (2013)
and Mel Chen (2012) argue that the recalls of the early 2000s caused racialized anxieties
because toxic products from China infiltrated the white, American home through both pet food
and children’s toys. Discourses circulating in the newspapers at this time replicated “yellow
peril” sentiments from the 19th century in which people from China were seen as dirty and a
source of disease (Hanser 2013). Although it does not mention China, it maintains the discourse
of toxic products coming from China by excluding their ingredients although they were a major
supplier for other kibbles and through nationalist discourses. Said differently, sourcing from
China is excluded from the narrative and history of certified dog food and is therefore seen as
‘bad,’ or ‘not good.’

3.7

So, what is the problem with this?
The range of premium dog food prices vary from $30 to $100 for a roughly 25-pound

bag of chicken-based kibble on Chewy.com. In their search options, there are 183 brands to
select from, although petfoodprocessing.net states that there are upwards of 600 (2018).
Among these, Open Farm is one of the highest price kibbles in the pet stores, running $87.99 for
a 24-pound bag of high chicken and turkey flavor. Meanwhile, Acana’s “free-run” chicken kibble
is $63.99 for a 25-pound bag. Both companies advertise humane handling and transparency, as
discussed in chapter two, however Open Farm is certified and offers the transparency tool
instead of just stating the region the ingredients come from. Acana is produced at Dog Star
Kitchen in Kentucky, “located on 85 acres of lush farmland,” and uses regional ingredients; Open
Farm is manufactured at Barret Pet Foods in Minnesota on 3,000 acres of crop land. Compared
to other kibbles, such as Purina Pro Plan which is $35.99 for an 18-pound bag, both of these
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super-premium foods are expensive, but as I have argued in this chapter, Open Farm has the
added value because of certification and ethical claims they make as the first certified premium
pet food on the market. Much of the value is derived from the relationships that certification
symbolizes, which are represented in varying and partial ways on the websites of the supply
chain actors.
The symbol of certification stands for a series of social practices that occur and have
occurred through generations that is materialized in Open Farm dog food. Open Farm adds to
the narratives and claims with their transparency tool, but as I argue in the next chapter, it is
more of a symbol itself as the results are somewhat vague. When I was reaching out to farmers
listed on the Certified Humane website, I received replies on how they care for and slaughter
their animals, but no information on whether or not they supplied for Open Farm. At times
when contacting representatives of supply chain actors, I was met with ‘that is confidential’ or I
was given general responses instead of direct answers to my questions. The transparency tool is
more of a symbol than a tool.
Along with transparency, there is an anti-corporate culture on the websites although
they use corporate tactics and are indeed part of the global capitalist system. On the Open Farm
and Barret Pet Foods website, the owners’ stories include leaving corporate America, yet the
representative was proud of 5,000 retailers they supply. Premium pet foods pay for end cap
space. Atkin Farms uses ‘buyologists’ to study in-store behavior of consumers to make sure they
have the right product, at the right place, at the right time (2021 Atkins Supplier Information
brochure). Moreover, they only sell their products to Whole Foods and shareholders get priority
in prices and sales. This information is not readily available for consumers on their websites, but
rather are found in official documents for producers or mid-supply chain actors, or it must be
asked. The farms do not know each individual animal, they raise anywhere from a couple
hundred to a few thousand animals at a time according to an Open Farm representative, and
the animals live shortened lives (GAP Chicken Standards). Open Farm, Barrett Pet Foods, Global
Animal Partnership (GAP), and the farmers are advertising an authentic and natural product that
stems away from the commodity culture of capitalism but the economic ‘bottom line’ is still
important. As we have learned in this chapter, the dog food is not just commodified, but so are
all of the relationships within the supply chain which are manifested in the certification seal,
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adding value to the food which the consumer pays for. They are naturalizing capitalist food
production in mis-representing the scale of the companies and farms.
A premium gets added for certification and new points in the supply chain provide more
capital while solidifying violent industrial food systems. The high cost of certified products
restricts accessibility and places responsibility for sustainability and animal welfare on the
financially-able consumer to make ‘good’ purchasing decisions, therefore fixing structural
inequality and violence in food systems 23. I extended the term violence beyond the farmed
animals to include the low-paid workers in dangerous working conditions, settler-colonial
dispossession of land, suicides as a result of farmer debt, and racist and unequal food
distribution (Melamid 2021, 77; Pachirat 2011; Reese 2019; Sadanandan 2014). All of the
sources fail to address that animal agriculture contributes more greenhouse gases than
transportation, therefore obscure the contribution to climate crisis and injustice. These ‘humane
and sustainable’ options act as structural reform rather than re-construction, naturalizing the
industrial food systems and collecting profit along the way. “Capital can only be capital when it
is accumulating, and it can only accumulate by producing and moving through relations of
severe inequality among human groups,” and certification contributes to this by obscuring
aspects of the commodity chain (Melamid 2021, 77). The market is being used to solve the
problems that it created via re-regulation and the creation of self-sufficient individuals, and
consumer choice of certified food products creates a “double commodity fetish,” where the
commodity chain itself is commodified (Guthman 2008b; Watts et al. 2005, 29). This limited
representation highlights how specific consumer values and aspects of the commodity chain are
centered to create a higher exchange value of certified humane pet foods. In the next chapter, I
elaborate on animal agriculture, sustainability, and animal-animal positionalities that arise from
humane certification and feeding beloved dogs.

23 I do not mean to discount the benefits that have come about as a result of certification (Appleby 2004;

Galt 2017; MacAdam 2013; Melo and Wolf 2005; Shreck et al. 2006; Simon et al. 2016), but I do think that
the organizations and companies do a sufficient job themselves at demonstrating this. According to the
owner and producer at Best Buddy, certification is not and will never be enough as there are too many
intermediate people. A “handshake” with the farmer is necessary to know if it is truly humane and
sustainable because they are truly dedicated to their profession. In some ways, farmers are scientists
themselves and have multiple experiments going on, therefore do not need the assistance of third-party
organizations or “better chicken projects” (interview).
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CHAPTER 4.
4.1

ANIMAL-ANIMAL POSITIONALITIES

Introduction:
Pet food companies are attempting to create sustainable and ethical pet foods that still

cater to the nutritional needs of the pet. However, as seen through the Open Farm website,
these ideas are contradictory – caring for the carnivorous pet does not question the killability or
vulnerability of other beings, including those more impacted by climate change (Acari 2016;
Belcourt 2015).
We know from the last chapter that the bond with the pet is priority when selecting a
pet food. In this chapter, I focus on what this means for other nonhumans. Drawing from
interviews and textual analysis of websites and certification standards, I discuss how
certification facilitates killability because of the carnivorous canine and farmed animals ‘living
the good life.’ This obscures the lived reality for the farmed animals and leaves the sustainability
of meat production unquestioned. Furthermore, it solidifies animal-animal positionalities and
creates intra-species hierarchies as a result of the human through limited representation of
animal welfare and sustainability. While I had expected my research to me limited to
domesticated animals, animal-animal positionalities extend to undomesticated nonhumans as
well. However, I highlight how an uncertified, small-scale dog food producing farm troubles
these ideas through one individual both killing and caring for the animals. These findings call for
a different, less oppressive approach to pet food.
I argue that Open Farm maintains discourses of animal killability through transparency
and connection, the nutritional needs of the dog, and by obscuring the environmental impacts
of some animals while ignoring the welfare of others. I will begin with analyzing the
transparency tool for consumers on the Open Farm website, then I discuss the idea of ‘whole
prey ingredients’ in contrast with the domesticated dog on their home page, and finally, I
discuss which environmental impacts of dog food production are emphasized or not on Open
Farm’s ethical sourcing and sustainability pages. And finally, when considering ethics and
sustainability, Open Farm selectively chooses which environmental and welfare problems they
want to address.
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4.2

Maintaining killable beings through emotion
Many consumers agree that animal welfare is important and they are willing to pay

more for trustworthy labels (Spain et al. 2018). Humane certification provides a sense of relief
for consumers, knowing that the animals at least lived a happy life prior to slaughter. In this
section, I discuss how certification changes the ethics of meat consumption. Consumers imagine
that the living farmed animals are happy and they feel a sense of connection with the farmer
and the animal because they can know the origin of their food. In other words, humane handling
makes meat psychologically edible. At the same time, consuming meat requires an emotional
disconnection as well, which contributes to the violence inflicted on humanely handled farmed
animals.
4.2.1

changing ethics of meat consumption

The maintenance of making beings killable has been a frequent topic in the field of
critical animal studies: humane handling skirts the ethical concerns of eating animals and even
converts vegetarians into direct or indirect consumers of meat (Cole 2011; Stanescu 2019).
Although it does improve the lives of the farmed animals (Buller and Roe 2012), certification
also makes them more psychologically edible. According to David 24, vegetarians have converted
back to omnivores after knowing the animals lived the good life. Humane handling of farmed
animals also relieves anxieties for the vegetarian pet owner that is unwilling to ‘force’
vegetarianism onto their dogs. The co-founder of Open Farm founded the company as a
vegetarian looking for ethical pet food options.
Yet, there is a gap in reported interest and the actual purchasing decision (Buller and Roe
2012; Evans and Miele 2011; Spain et al. 2018). People put their pets’ nutritional needs,
determined by the pets’ physical health, before ethical sourcing – welfare and sustainability in
the production of the food is an added bonus (autoethnography). Unless someone is feeding
their pet 100% ethically sourced products, they are still contributing to industrial animal
agriculture. The use and sale of by-products from the factory farm industry for other purposes –
such as dog food – is vital to animal agriculture, and without it, the industry may not be
profitable (Pachirat 2011). Finally, the time and cost associated with purchasing and consuming

24 Alias
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certified humane meat creates a slippery slope into factory farmed meat: people routinely buy it
because meat is already a part of their diet (Pederson and Stanescu 2014).
4.2.2

knowability and transparency

The humane certification and transparency that Open Farm provides gives consumers a
sense of connection with the farmed animals. As the first certified dog food company, they pride
themselves on being the most ethical company. In order to prove the trustworthiness of their
ethical claims, they use what I would deem excessive language – such as the stating that they
are “100% obsessed with the standard of every ingredient” and that they “overdo it on the
details” (figure 4.1). To back this up, they offer a transparency tool (figure 4.2) in which you can
input the lot number into the website and it generates an origin list for every ingredient, giving
the consumer the connection with the farmer and the animal that they desire. Timothy Pachirat
labeled this the “politics of sight,” or the “organized, concerted attempts to make visible what is
hidden and to breach, literally or figuratively, zones of confinement in order to bring about
social and political transformation” (2011, 236).

Figure 4-1 Open Farm’s ethical sourcing page (accessed February 2022)
Nonetheless, tracing the animal ingredients was more difficult than it would appear. I
selected a bag of chicken-based kibble to trace. When I contacted the company, they happily
provided names of sheep and pig farms, but were unable to identify any chicken farms. The list
said that the chicken came from Pennsylvania, so wanting more detail, I browsed all 296 farms
on the certified humane website and found one chicken farm in Pennsylvania. The meat industry
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is notoriously suspicious of researchers and I received no response in my attempts to contact
Murray’s Chicken to see if they provide chicken for Open Farm. At the same time, this gave me a
different kind of data – the transparency tool and their language of obsessing over their
ingredient quality and origin does not necessarily match up, but rather is “curated transparency”
(Dutkiewicz 2018). In his research on a conventional pig farm that offers agri-tourism and
transparency of production, Jan Dutkiewicz contributes to Pachirat’s theory. He states that “the
politics of sight is not only about seeing and not seeing, but about understanding and
interpreting, about a rhetoric that narrates what is seen” (2018, 27). At this farm, certain
aspects of farming were on display to tourists and the tour was developed as a counter-critique
to animal rights activist videos revealing the horrors of conventional animal agriculture. The goal
was to make the consumer more comfortable through “controlled acculturation” vis-à-vis tours
(2018, 30). However, even though part of the production process is being seen, the company
narrates how it is understood by curating what is seen and what is not, such as the slaughter
(Dutkiewicz 2018). While Open Farm’s approach is less hands-on, it is also a form of curated
transparency. A truly transparent supply chain would ideally know the names of the farms for all
farmed animals. Knowing the state of origin does not provide much information except for that
it did not come from China (see chapter 2). Even though Open Farm tries to make meat
consumption clear, it is still muddy. The transparency tool provides more comfort than it does
information about the farm in which the animals were raised.

Figure 4-2 Open Farm’s transparency tool (accessed August 2021)
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4.2.3

the happy life of the animal

The happy cows on the websites implies that humans can know what nonhumans feel,
and that they can care about the animal (Cole 2011; Despret 2016; Miele 2011). Unlike faceless
factory farmed animals that are absent from the advertisement of other non-certified kibble,
Open Farm includes images of the living forms of the ingredients appearing ‘happy’ on pastures.
In their study on consumer understandings of welfare based on 48 focus groups, Evans and
Miele (2019) found that consumers imagine welfare, and subsequent happiness, to mean a
natural environment, sufficient space, and ability to perform natural behavior. However, their
understandings of welfare shifted based on the context: as consumers, they were concerned
about taste and food safety. When reading the scientific understandings of welfare, which focus
on having basic needs met, consumers were unable to differentiate their imagined life for the
humanely-raised animal and what that might actually mean for the animal. If the consumers
cannot see the difference, they may not demand more for the farmed animals they are
consuming as long as they seem happy, they taste good, and are safe to eat. Labeling alone is
not an effective method of governance if welfare were actually centered on well-being instead
of just basic needs being met (Evans and Miele 2019).
At the same time, value is also derived from the farmed animal ‘happiness’ on the
packaging as long as the consumer believes that it is alive and happy prior to slaughter instead
of ‘unhappy’ in industrial feed lots. In the words of Rosemary-Clair Collard and Jessica Dempsey
(2013), these animals are “live commodities whose capitalist value is derived from their status
as living beings” prior to death (pg. 2684). Kathryn Gillespie (2021) applies this theory of “lively
commodity” from Rosemary-Claire Collard and Jessica Dempsey (2013) to the livestock auction,
arguing that the liveliness of dairy cows “is essential to the flow of capital through agricultural
and food economies, and through the auction yard in particular” (pg.7). The humanely-raised
farmed animal also becomes a “lively commodity:” the animal’s happiness while it was alive is a
kind of liveliness that is necessary for its commodification. Therefore, in seeing these attributes
in photos, consumers can trust that the animals lived a good life, putting the consumer at ease
about their pets’ consumption of animals and giving them a sense of caring for the living farmed
animal.
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Identifying the happiness of an animal on a package implies that humans can know what
nonhumans feel even though welfare science has inadequate tools for measuring happiness
(Miele 2011). For example, Global Animal Partnership’s (GAP) evaluation of animal welfare for
the ‘Better Chicken 25’ project was based on the absence of pain instead of perceived happiness.
In their methods section Mandell et. al (2020) states:
We studied the broilers’ welfare by considering whether they might be experiencing pain or
poor health, and whether they can perform motivated behaviour. We examined the
potential for pain indirectly through the birds’ general behaviour and activity levels, through
tests of mobility and through the presence of painful footpad lesions and hock burns… Time
spent sitting, standing and walking can be an important welfare indicator if differences
relate to a bird’s inability to stand and walk, or if differences increase the birds’ risk for
contact dermatitis (footpad lesions and hock burns).
GAP’s definition of motivated behavior is not the motivation to engage with enrichment, but
rather the motivation to jump over a bar to reach food and water. One might argue that the
desire and the ability to walk around is a basic need for life and the absence of physical pain
does not equal happiness. Moreover, the study found that 77% of conventional broiler chickens
and 40% of fast-growing chickens experienced myopathy, or diseases of the muscle which “may
limit the fastest growing strains from accessing important resources” (Mandell et. al 2020).
Meanwhile, GAP’s step 1-3 standards allow for both fast-growing and conventional chickens,
with six out of twenty-seven breeds falling in the conventional category and ten within the fast
category. Only steps 4-5 require that the birds be able to perch their entire lives (Standard
1.1.4). Even if the offer free-range or ‘humane’ environments, it does not necessarily mean that
the animal can interact with it because they still permit fast/conventional chickens that
experience a high-percentage of myopathy and inactivity (see figures below).

25 “GAP’s Better Chicken Project brings scientists, breeding companies, chicken producers, buyers, and

animal welfare advocates together with a common purpose: to establish a research-based framework for
reinventing the modern-day broiler chicken” and they have “committed to announcing the replacement
of 100% of chicken breeds that result in poor welfare outcomes” (GAP Better Chicken Project 2021).
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4.3

4.4

4.5
Figure 4-3 shows the growth per day in pounds and the category of chicken, conventional
chickens have an average daily gain (ADG) of 62-68 grams/day (g/d), while the fast ADG is 53-55
g/d (Mandell et. al 2020)
Figure 4-4 shows the prevalence of woody breast, a myopathy, based on the category of chicken
(Mandell et. al 2020).
Figure 4-5 shows the growth per day permitted by each standard. Steps 1-3 allow for an ADG of
up to 68 g/d (GAP chicken standards accessed August 2021).
Furthermore, as the demand for humane meat increases, the standards of what
qualifies as good welfare decline and may be misrepresented on the label (Buller and Roe 2012).
As far as conditions and handling, the images of animals ranging on pasture do not always align
with the standards. For example, chickens do not require any daily outdoor access until step
four. Transporters may carry up to four chickens per hand and they are not required to use both
legs until step five (Standards 6.3.5; 6.3.6). Inside, chickens have a “maximum stocking density”
of six pounds per square foot (Standard 4.6.2) with one enrichment 26 per 1,000 square feet
(Standard 4.8.5). Referring back to the Better Chicken Project, the target weight for the chicken
26 GAP standards permit a bale of hay or straw, spreading whole grains, insects, perches, hanging plants,
boxes, ramps, tunnels, string, or edible pecking blocks
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is seven pounds, which means that chickens must only have a minimum of roughly one square
foot per bird and there could be up to 1,000 birds for every one enrichment item. The image of
chickens provided for the consumers is different from the image for the scientist. Not only are
there inadequate tools for measuring happiness, it is also a misrepresentation of conditions,
especially for chickens.
Finally, the consumer is being held responsible for humane meat consumption when
other governments, such as the United Kingdom, make GAP’s standards the minimum federal
standard. Currently in the United States, only two laws cover the handling of farmed animals –
which only pertain to handling at the time of slaughter – with problems including the continuous
failure of the USDA in regulating and the exemption of poultry from the laws (Friedrich 2015;
Spain et al. 2018). As farmers try to keep up with the demands of the market, it is difficult to
enforce these minimal laws, and animal welfare worsens (Friedrich 2021). GAP addresses the
insufficiency in humane raising of animals by ensuring that “animals are raised without the use
of antibiotics, added hormones, or animal by-products. The higher the number [in the
certification step], the more the animal’s environment mimics its natural environment” in
addition to abiding by humane slaughter laws (GAP homepage). Certified Humane directly states
that they way to take action for animals by donating or buying their product, rather than
decreasing meat consumption or demanding federal protection for animals on the non-certified
farms. However, in the UK, the federal regulation follows similar guidelines to the certification
standards (2021):
Owners and keepers have a duty of care to their animals and must make sure they meet
their needs: for a suitable environment and place to live, for a suitable diet, to exhibit
normal behaviour patterns, to be housed with, or apart from, other animals (if
applicable), to be protected from pain, injury, suffering and disease.
Instead of improving and enforcing federal regulations, as in the UK, or reducing animal
agriculture, a third party has taken the responsibility upon themselves.
4.2.4

emotional disconnections

Humane farming perpetuates the killability of the farmed animals because it obscures
the violence that still occurs with humane production, such as slaughter and forced breeding.
Furthermore, this is a limited representation of slaughter. Kathryn Gillespie (2011) calls this an
“aesthetic disconnection” in which the marketing of humane dog food uses “discursive
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strategies to advocate connection to animal lives, while actively obscuring animal deaths.” In the
overview of chicken standards below, we see that slaughter, culls, and on-farm deaths are not
included in the animated and colored chart. Slaughter is the final topic in the standards book,
not appearing until page thirty-eight. When slaughter is mentioned, it is deemed acceptable
because the rules, technology, skills, and respect make it a “good death” (Higgin et al. 2011).
Still, the acceptable euthanasia methods are quite violent, including manual cervical dislocation,
electrical stun knife, and captive bolt pistols (GAP standards).
These points in the supply chain require an emotional disconnection with the animal,
especially for the slaughterhouse workers. During his time as working in a slaughterhouse,
Timothy Pachirat (2011) noted that physical segregation and the breakdown of tasks assigned to
single individuals creates distance between the outside world, the worker, and the animal. For
example, there are three steps in the killing of an animal, all performed by different individuals.
Not only is it unclear at which point the animal is dead, the workers are only briefly seeing the
animals from different perspectives and sometimes only body parts, removing responsibility and
any animal-ness from the carcass (Pachirat 2011). Unfortunately, this leads to noncompliance in
humane slaughter laws, cruel treatment of animals, and significant underenforcement of laws
(Friedrich 2015, 4). During the course of this research in August 2021, undercover footage of a
GAP facility – Plainville Farms – showed turkeys being kicked, beaten with rods, and stomped on
while being loaded up for slaughter (PETA 2021). So even though GAP audits every farm every
15 months, there is plenty of time and lack of oversight to prevent cruelty from happening in
places where animals are made killable through a detachment or alienation of emotion.
Even on the small-scale farm, David distances himself from the killing of the animals.
During my conversation with him, he called himself a walking contradiction because he loves
and kills animals. He spends a lot of time with the animals he breeds and raises, and he loves
some of them (interview). Some of the tactics he uses to be a contradiction surfaced as we dug
deeper in the interview. First, caring for his family meant killing animals. David was in business
school when a family member became sick and he had to resume the family business of
butchering. After he resumed, he created dog food to care for his dog, for whom he wanted the
best. Second, the language he used varied – dogs were referred to as people, and although
there was a hesitation, he referred to farmed animals as things and creatures. When we spoke
about slaughtering, he said he “can do a beef in 21 minutes” instead of saying cow. Finally, the
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time reference when I asked how long it took was specific – 21 minutes – and, when I asked if
that was normal, he said “no, I’m really good.” Slaughtering is more than the act of killing on
animal or a job, it is a skill that he took pride in. Slaughter – which is difficult when an
attachment forms, as it does when he is in close proximity to the animals on small farms – is
justified because it is something one can become good at, an economically necessary act, and he
physically and emotionally cares for the animals. Moreover, it is a community of farmers with
similar social practices and support for the process.

4.3

Maintaining killable beings through logic
Evans and Miele (2011) discuss how farmed animals are made killable through language,

concepts, and visceral experience in another study by conducting focus groups. Following Evans
and Miele (2011), my research identified three marketing techniques used to show consumers
three logical reasons that justify the killing farmed animals that support the argument that
animals are made killable, and as a result, humans structure animal-animal positionalities.
Following on Evans and Miele (2011), my research identified three marketing techniques used to
show consumers how farmed animals are made killable: the product is separated from the
animal through terminology and form, the dog needs meat for the full canine experience, and
the concept that humane handling is ‘natural’ and necessary for a sustainable future.
4.3.1

logic through language

First, the body parts are separated from the living animal through language and
consumption form (Acari 2017; Gillespie 2011; Jepson 2008; Stanescu). I demonstrated why this
is important to David in the previous section. In my emails with Nihman Ranch and DuBreton
Farms, both farms suppling Open Farm with animal ingredients, they referred to slaughtering as
harvesting. The ethical sourcing page of Open Farm refers to cows and pigs and beef and pork,
and on the drop-down menu, the customer can shop dog foods “by protein.” Evans and Miele
(2011) found that if a body part was presented with the head, the consumer more likely to have
a negative response. In addition, dog kibble looks nothing like meat – I am often reluctant to
touch meat but I will hold handfuls of kibble for extended periods while walking with my own
dogs. The consumption of body parts in kibble form referred to as a flavor and not an animal
obscures the idea that it is even meat and the living animal that it was derived from.
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4.3.2

logic through visceral experience

Evans and Miele (2012) discuss eating as an embodied relationship and part of human
culture, which I argue is reflected on to the pet dog through nutrition. They state that “We do
not merely contemplate foods; rather, we taste them, we smell them, we feel their textures
with our hands and our tongues; we enter into an embodied relationship with them” (4 2012).
Consumption of animals is also naturalized in official human nutrition documents, often times
referring to them as ‘protein;’ and it is linked to the deeply-ingrained, embodied notion that
eating meat is the American thing to do. For example, in an article released by Utah State
University that endorsed GAP, the authors state that “beef is a part of American culture” and, in
recent years, high protein diets have been linked to health and weight loss (Acari 2017;
MacAdam and Brain 2021).

Figure 4-6 Taste of the wild packaging (image from Chewy.com)
With pet food there is an additional layer adding to animal killability: humans identify
the dog as carnivorous and requiring meat. While there are plenty of examples of the
importance of taste in pet food (find examples), for many pet food companies, pets’ embodied
relationship with food comes from nutrition. Because dogs are increasingly humanized,
sometimes even replacing or superseding children, humans want to feed them like they would
feed their family therefore want the best nutrition. For the premium dog food industry, high71

quality nutrition is equal to high-quality protein. This protein must come from other animals
because eating animals is the dogs’ instinct 27, a necessary and visceral experience. In research
originally done by Jennifer Wrye in 2015, she found that pet foods portray pets as predators, or
“never truly tame,” naturalizing the intense production of food animals and removing the
human as an agent of killing as they fill their role of being a ‘responsible’ pet owner (Wrye 2015,
109). During my time in pet stores, I saw packaging with wolves catching fish in a stream and
mountain lions hunting deer in accordance with their “ancestral diet” (figure 4.6). While Open
Farm is not as extreme in their language, they do use the term “whole-prey” to describe their
animal-based ingredients, which contributes to the wild dog discourse and naturalizes animals
as a necessary and logical part of everyday consumption. A whole prey diet for dogs is a diet
that is designed to resemble the natural diet of wild dogs as closely as possible – it consists of
raw, natural foods including organs and bones (Dog Food Guru 2014). The visceral experience of
the dog, or rather the instinct they cannot control, maintains a logic that animals must be killed
in order to placate the wild dog.
But dogs are not carnivores or wild animals, they are domesticated omnivores. The
French Bulldog with the birthday hat on the homepage of the Open Farm website would have an
incredibly hard time catching and killing prey due to its likely exercise intolerance and
brachycephalic head (figure 4.7). In fact, the French Bulldog, as many breeds, has been
developed to meet the desires of the human at the cost of their health. As discussed in chapter
three, dogs are living in houses and being carted around in strollers, hardly fitting the criteria of
a creature in need of a high-protein diet. A recent webinar from the Pet Sustainability Coalition
(PSC) admitted the “nutrition obsession at any cost” and hyper-emphasis on protein in the pet
industry and the industry has a (2022). Kay Anderson describes domestication as “a process of
drawing animals into a nexus of human concern where humans and animals become mutually
accustomed to conditions and terms laid out by humans; where that which is culturally defined
as nature's `wildness' is brought in and nurtured in some guises, exploited in other guises”
(1997, 464). So, even though dogs are domesticated, their ‘wildness’ is being nurtured in
nutrition and subsequently exploited as a marketing tool that is impacting the environment and

27 Open Farm claim that “protein is Important: dogs and cats thrive on quality protein and quality protein
starts with the animals, farms and fisheries it’s sourced from.” Many dog foods advertise the amount of
animal ingredients in the product: the brand “Instinct” contains 70% animal ingredients and “Orijen”
contains 85%.
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producing knowledge of what the dog needs and what the human-nonhuman relationship
should look like.

Figure 4-7 Open Farm homepage (accessed February 2022)
4.3.3

logic through concepts

Finally, animals are made killable because of their role in the “natural” biological
systems on humane and sustainable farms, a privilege that can also revoked because of their
dependency on humans for survival. Vasile Stanescu (2019, 1130) identifies that local food
movements are based on a “natural contract” between animals and humans, and that “animals
consent to ownership and death” in exchange for care. In the marketing of Best Buddy dog food,
David states that people are often sold on the concept that, because they use the whole animal,
it is respectful and sustainable. Animals are “grown for a purpose” and help out by consuming
plants not edible to humans and recycle the nutrients through their manure, just as they have
done in traditional farming (interview; Appleby 2005, 296). This evokes the image of the
nostalgic past in which animals and humans work together in harmony, even though animals do
not have to be slaughtered to contribute to farms (Gillespie 2011; Stanescu 2019). At the same
time and unlike dogs, their domestication is used against them. Not only has domestication
rendered farmed animals ‘stupid,’ their dependency justifies their exploitation and sacrifice for
humans (Haraway 2008; Taylor 2017). Human domination resulting from a lack of options is not
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‘natural’ and their negatively perceived dependency perpetuates ableist and neoliberal
ideologies that beings should not have to rely on others to survive even though dependency is
necessary (Taylor 2017).
The ‘natural system’ concept also provides the logic that we need to keep farming
animals in order to maintain sustainable ecosystems. In the Journal of Agricultural and
Environmental Ethics, Michael Appleby terminates their article with the quote: “for the sake of
our animals, our environment, and ourselves we should also recognize and act on the principle
that ‘Humane is sustainable, sustainable is humane’” (2005, 301). The concept that our future
rests on humane and sustainable animal farming is a convincing argument, especially when the
environmental impacts of it are obscured. According to the Food and Agriculture Organization in
2006, animal agriculture made up roughly 1/5 of anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions 28.
Additionally, it uses 78% of all agricultural land and is one of the largest contributors to
deforestation and freshwater withdrawals. Yet, Open Farm does not mention the environmental
impact of animal agriculture, but rather focuses reducing their carbon emissions through
measuring emissions from distribution, stationary combustion, and electricity; reducing
emissions, which has kind of a vague meaning on the website; and offsetting emissions through
environmental projects 29 (see figure 4.5). The discourse that endures is that humane animal
farming is both sustainable and necessary for our future.

Figure 4.5 screen shots of Open Farm’s sustainability page (accessed February 2022)

28 Michael Pollan, food author, says that veganism is worse (in Stanescu 2010), but does not consider that
many vegans are aware of the industrial food system and buy local too. Also, there is not enough land, the
animals live twice as long. David also said that vegetarians have huge footprint.
29 The environmental projects include Grasslands Portfolio, USA; Darkwoods Forest Conservation Project,
Canada; and Teak Afforestation, Mexico. Another initiative I saw in store included planting a tree for every
bag sold.
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4.4

Animal-animal positionalities
As a result of humans making animals killable, hierarchies are produced that have

consequences for animal-animal interactions. Alice Hovorka calls this animal-animal
positionalities, which refers to the “relative power held by various animal groups, as expressed
in their circumstances and experiences and as mediated through human-animal dynamics”
(Hovorka 2019, 749). Animal-animal positionalities illuminate “how animal social groups are
bound up with humans, as well as with other animals, in ways that produce and reproduce
species-based differences and inequalities” (2019, 749). The power of animal groups is a result
of the aesthetics, “relational value, utility, and roles in human societies” (2019, 749). For this
research, aesthetics is defined as charisma; utility – or the usefulness for some purpose – is
based in how sustainable the animal is, given that a key theme of humane certification is
sustainability; role is the role in the human’s life, or proximity to the human; and relational value
is the value the human places on the animal group based on these factors. It is well established
that dogs are high in the hierarchy because they offer aesthetics, utility (in this case through its
emotional labor), and their role as ‘family members.’ Farmed animals may have both utility (as
food) and aesthetics, but tend to play a less obvious role in the lives of humans, especially when
their body parts are packaged as kibble and they were never in direct contact with the human. I
identify further multispecies hierarchies beyond just biological hierarchies between the group
known as ‘farmed animals,’ as well as between the wildlife affected by animal agriculture
beyond just biological hierarchies. In addition, not all members of a species are treated equally
by humans – species have agency to move within the hierarchies through behavior and
charisma.
4.4.1

Farmed animal positionalities

“Not all proteins are created equal when it comes to environmental impact: [there are]
differences between animal species, differences between parts of the animals sourced,
[and] differences in the way the animals are raised” (Pet Sustainability Coalition 2022).
The idea that animals have different value based on their environmental impact affects
the ways that animals are used in both the supply chain and in discourse. Within the marketing
of Open Farm and its’ supply chain, animals are selectively represented based on either their
aesthetics or (lack of) utility. If some animals, such as sheep, lack utility or are inefficient in
terms of sustainability yet are more aesthetically pleasing to humans, that is what is centered.
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On the other hand, animals like chickens are less aesthetically pleasing 30, or have less charisma,
and have greater utility in that they are more sustainable to farm. This dynamic happens
between humanely farmed animals and not, as well as between marine and land animals, and
between farmed vertebrates and invertebrates. The place of the animal based on human value,
and what is subsequently centered in marketing, affects the life and fate of the animal and the
life and the fate of those more vulnerable to the effects of climate change.
Some animals are more familiar and aesthetic to humans, especially creatures with
eyes, face, or other familiar attributes to humans, generating an increased affective response
(Lorimer n.d.). The animals that evoke a stronger emotional response are seen to have more
charisma than others, such as cows versus chickens (Lorimer n.d.). Said differently “charisma
helps explain how and why some animals appeal to humans while other animals do not”
(Hovorka 2019, 753). For the more ‘charismatic’ animals, they talk about how the animals are
raised, or in other words, ethical sourcing means good welfare. For example, their pigs are
raised without crates, chickens are raised naturally on vegetarian diets, and cows are pasture
raised with no added hormones. However, ethical sourcing does not mean welfare for the fish 31,
but rather they do focus on the environmental impacts. The section begins by stating that 90%
of the “fish stocks” are overexploited and that four out of every ten fish caught is a by-catch (see
figure 4.8). In this case, the welfare of the fish is shelved in favor of protection of the marine
environment. The difference of focus depending on the animal – whether it is welfare or
sustainability – muddies the sentience of some animals and the environmental impacts of the
other.

30 There were also fewer images of chickens throughout the research: on the farm websites, there were 2
chickens (one was a baby) versus images of sheep on every page.
31 killing insects is seen as more ‘humane’ than killing livestock. When I asked one store if they had

humane options, they pointed me in the direction of jiminy cricket. Some animals are avoided for
consumption because of human’s perception of them. Rabbits are often used as a novel protein in dog
food, but some people do not want to feed bunnies to their pet, presumably because they can be a pet.
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Figure 4-8 screenshots of Open Farm’s ethical sourcing page: pigs and fish (accessed June 2021)
Humane handling of animals also prolongs the life of the animal and worsens the
environmental impact creating another aesthetic-utility-role dynamic between humanely and
factory farmed animal. Humanely farmed chickens on pasture are easier to look at, evidenced
by the few images of chickens on websites but they have less utility in terms of efficiency.
According to the Audubon Society (in Stanescu 2010), “free-range chickens have a 20 percent
greater impact on global warming than conventionally raised broiler birds. That‘s because
―sustainable chickens take longer to raise, and eat more feed.” Yet, the larger environmental
impact of humanely raised animals is also not discussed on the websites. The supply chain
actors are obscuring the environmental impact of humanely-raised chicken and replacing it with
their welfare. Meanwhile, factory farmed chickens are more efficient in terms of sustainability,
therefore they have more utility. Despite this, they have a very limited role in the lives of
consumers, whom rarely see images of their living conditions unless leaked through animal
rights organizations. Factory farmed chickens are further alienated from humans in their breed
names: some breeds are known as numbers like Hubbard JA757. As a result, they are lower in
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the hierarchy than humanely-raised chickens and the welfare of the already poorly-treated
chicken worsens.
Many consumers also stated that humanely raised meat was better tasting and
healthier for their families, changing the role that the animal plays in the lives of humans (Evans
and Miele 2011; websites). In this case, the relational value of the animal increases because its
life is embodied in the family’s nutrition and eating experience, a discourse replicated in the pet
food industry (see previous section). But this is not always the case. According to Best Buddy,
contrary to this belief, humane meat is not necessarily better. Using the example of foie gras
and Wagyu cows, he points out that meat grown in an inhumane way can be “a wonderful thing
to taste.”
Wagyu is a process where they contain the animal, massage it, it feed it, give it booze,
whatever else, they can. But that is technically not humane, what they're doing, because
they're… making the animal not exercise so it’ll marble. And then things like foie gras…
There's like one guy who can do it naturally. But it's other than that its force feeding
them, you know, and… they don't look unhappy when you're doing it, but it's… not good
for them.
He also stated that breed has more to do with flavor and appearance than handling. He sells the
meat of the Berkshire pig, and “if somebody knows pork and you mentioned that you grow
Berkshire their eyes glaze over and their wallets come out” (interview). Humans place more
economic and relational value in these animals because of their aesthetics (in terms of meat
appearance) and because of their role as providers of quality nutrition flavor, changing how the
animal lives. The next section dives further into intraspecies hierarchies beyond flavor and
sustainability.
4.4.2

Intraspecies hierarchies Behavior and proximity can interrupt this

You know I had my first pet growing up as a pig. Her name is Howard and I saved her life
and I raised her under a lamp in my room and then my dad was going to sell her as a
Wiener pig. And I was like ‘no, no dad you can’t sell Howard!’ And then he was going to
sell her as a butcher hog. And I was like ‘no, no dad you can’t sell Howard!’
And then we started raising piglets with her and she had the most beautiful litters, 1618 piglets at a time. So, we would go to sell the piglets… She's a wonderful mom and so
my other brothers would go in and grab the piglets. And I remember the walls shaking,
she would get so mad and bust them and the walls would shake… and I would walk in
that room and I would look at her and I grab a piglet and she wouldn't.
So not only did I love her, she loved me.
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Interview with David, Best Buddy

Beyond taste of the animals, Mann Barua states that biographies matter – not all
animals, or even dogs, are treated the same. Biographies are curated by humans but animals
have agency to alter humans’ perception of them 32. The best place to highlight this is on the
small-scale farm, which makes sense given the proximity to individual animals the farmer
experiences. The experience above is from David and was just one anecdote in his stories about
his animals. Throughout our interview, he described wrestling with his pet cow, and how “all of
these little creatures have around their own personalities” and “they deserve a little time to
enjoy life.” Alice Hovorka states that “we must recognize that animals exert agency through
their inherent charisma and relational engagements with various human and animal social
groups” and D’s stories about his pets certainly displayed their charisma and even feelings of
love between the species (2019, 750).
But some animals also face a different fate because of their personalities. Animal-animal
positionalities show how “bad animals are ranked lower on the ladder,” perceived as “real
threats to the social order [therefore] they may be killed” (Hovorka 2019, 752). As the
conversation continued, David explained that animals that are dangerous, or not nice, get
slaughtered first.
And it sounds terrible, but I have no time for animals that are going to put my farm
workers at risk. I had a… sow and you know I had a routine when I wean animals… I put
a big distance in between [the sow and the piglets] and then I put her in a cage. She had
no business getting out, but she broke out of that pen and then she tore after my niece
and that's it. You are going to die. And it wasn’t personal but I can't have unsafe
animals.
He continues referring to his father’s advice on his flock of sheep. He reflected:

32 this can also be true based on how the human feels about themselves as a result of their relationship

with and the value of the animal. It also relates to ethics. For example, purebreds have more economic
and aesthetic value than ‘mutts,’ whom have ‘moral value’ because of the heroism the human may feel by
‘rescuing’ them. This idea came through in the interview as well, both of the pigs he kept as pets were
‘rescued.’ Street dogs may have negative value because of their out-of-placeness or because of biting,
begging, or foraging through trash. There are also ethical discussions stemming from street dog
discourses regarding reproduction and killability. Mutts are more likely to be sterilized or euthanized than
purebred dogs, but purebred dogs may face more genetic health problems (Allan n.d.; Turcsan et al.
2017). According to David, breeders may blame to food the dog eats to remove responsibility from them.
Both of these conversations do not address the fact that farmed animals are bred constantly. David makes
a note in our conversation in the same sentence that “We have a breeding program with our pigs, yeah,
but all of our cats and dogs are spayed and neutered.”
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[You have to] keep an eye on your group. You know, like you got somebody that bothers
you, one of the animals that bothers you, get rid of. It's not worth the aggravation. Lots
of nice animals out there to raise, yeah?
While it seems that animals may not intentionally act in a way to change their ranking in the
human hierarchy, they are certainly speaking their desires (Taylor 2017). More than likely, the
sow was worried about her piglets and was going to do anything to get them back. At the same
time, there are instances where D perceived the animal to be intentionally manipulating him:
I have one sow I know she knows I’m a butcher. And she is so sweet and just like like
she's gotta stay like to keep like skipped execution several times 'cause she is just so
sweet. And we all love her. You know, now her litters are decreasing, which is a sign that
she's on her way out, but he's so darn sweet you're not going to get rid of her.
Animal personality matters. If animals have a good personality and the farm is small enough,
there is a chance they will be spared.
4.4.3

Biodiversity and wildlife

Animal agriculture directly and indirectly affects wildlife and biodiversity through
habitat loss and climate change, yet were nearly absent throughout the websites and
conversations in the field (Gibbs 2020, 3; UN 2014). Stancesu, quoting the UN Food and
agriculture report, highlights that “306 of the 825 terrestrial ecoregions identified by the
Worldwide Fund for Nature (WWF)…reported livestock as one of the current threats” (2010, 14).
In addition, protecting free-range farmed animals often results in the killing of wildlife to protect
the stock (Stanescu 2019). Human relationships to wildlife emerged in 3 places in my research:
in the GAP humane standards, on the Open Farm website in terms of conservation, and in a
Seattle pet store. All three locations approached wildlife from a different perspective, creating
animal-animal positionalities based on proximity to and affect from humans.
GAP discusses wildlife in terms of “rodent, wild bird, and predator control.” The
standards begin with rodents – prevention is key, but if that does not work, traps that cause
immediate death or rodenticides can be used. The wild bird section simply states that wild birds
must be excluded from housing with no methods of how to approach that. Predators must be
addressed with non-lethal methods, however, if the predator is still killing the animals, they can
be shot. In this case, wildlife is seen as a threat to the domesticated animals and okay to be
killed. They have no utility, aesthetics, or role for the humans, therefore little value.
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Open Farm approached biodiversity from the conservationist lens. A key aspect of their
goal to be carbon neutral by 2030 includes investing in carbon offsets by “by carefully selecting
meaningful, high-impact programs” (sustainability page, figure 4.7) 33. The projects in the USA
and Canada seek to ‘protect’ land, while the project in Mexico develops tree “plantations” for
carbon sequestration and harvest. In terms of wildlife, the only project that mentions specific
animal groups focuses on “charismatic megafauna,” or grizzly bears and wolves. While focusing
on these animals helps attract people to the conservation movement and has positive effects for
their surrounding co-inhabitants, centering them places them above other animals, especially
those deemed as a threat or invasive species. Also, caring for the wildlife means it’s okay to keep
killing the farmed animals. Charismatic megafauna are aesthetically pleasing, and despite not
having a role or utility like a domesticated animal, have value.

Figure 4-9 screenshot from Open Farm’s sustainability page (accessed February 2022).
Finally, orangutangs unexpectedly came up while I was in the field. At a small store that
sells specialty dog food, as well as many treats made from animal body parts, the owner was
talking to a company representative about their treats. He refused to sell their treats because
they contained palm oil and he had spent a significant amount of time with orangutangs and did
not want to contribute to their extinction. In this case, orangutangs are singled out as animals
33 Individual google searches of these projects brings up “Natural Capital Partners,” a company that

provides the “highest quality solutions to meet [their] clients’ climate goals and business priorities”
(2022). The provide a database of projects and the company seeking to reduce their carbon impact can
choose which one to invest in. On their website, you can browse their ‘solutions’ based on the goal of the
company. Options include: natural climate solutions, health and livelihoods, and sustainable
infrastructure. Two of the projects are run by the Nature Conservancy. The “harness the power of
business to create a more sustainable world” (2022).
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that are significantly more important and impacted by agriculture. They are up near pets in the
hierarchy – they are charismatic, have a role in this person’s life, not seen as food, and are
therefore not killable. So not only are humans choosing who gets to live or die in the domestic
would, but they are also choosing who gets to live or die in terms of wildlife and biodiversity
(Parreñas 2018).

4.5

Conclusion
Highlighting animal-animal positionalities aims to help humans “recognize that we live in

a multispecies world,” to decenter the human in practice and theory, and to consider the
implications for nonhumans resulting from human-shaped hierarchies (Hovorka 2019, 750). As
already stated in chapter three and the preceding section, dogs are higher in the hierarchy that
farmed animals because of their role as pets, and farmed animals often live in cruel conditions.
Humane certification has attempted to remedy the latter point by fostering the idea of caring
for the farmed animal, but this is contradictory. While it is true that you can care for both pets
and farmed animals at the same time, eating or feeding meat to those in close proximity (pets)
because of ‘nutritional needs’ – even if humanely-raised – still perpetuates violence against
distant beings (the animals on the farm). Dogs have more power in the hierarchy because of the
role they play for humans as affective laborers and slowly accumulate capital throughout their
lives as consumers (Barua 2019). Farmed animals are favored by humans based on their
personality or charisma – if one does not follow the rules or is less familiar to humans as in the
case of fish, they are more vulnerable to death. Finally, wildlife is either seen as something to be
protected or something to be destroyed depending on their behavior, their physical location,
and their charisma.
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CHAPTER 5.

WHAT’S NEXT?

Marketing certified ‘sustainable and humane’ super-premium dog kibble has emerged
alongside alternative food movements interested in sustainability and nonhuman welfare.
Certified humane dog food is relatively new on the market. Open Farm was the first to produce
and market such a product. The demand for an ethically sourced, sustainable dog food emerged
though a mistrust in global corporate companies, concerns about pet health, consumer interest
in alternative food movements (AFM), and the commodification of the human-animal bond.
Many pets are treated as family members and provide surplus in the form of affective labor,
providing a target for dog food companies (Haraway 2008; Barua 2019).
This research analyzed the marketing and geography of certified humane dog kibble. I
traced the commodity chain in order to a conduct visual and textual analysis of actor websites
using semiology. In phase 1 of the research, I mapped the “Open Farm” dog food commodity
chain by reading and analyzing the Global Animal Partnership (GAP) standards of the certifying
agency, using the ‘transparency tool’ on the Open Farm website to trace ingredient origins,
(gathering data regarding the supply chain from public information on the websites of different
actors, and contacting company representatives to fill in the gaps of the supply chain not
covered by the websites. I demonstrated how the certification seal represents the processes and
spaces of production but the representation is limited. At all stages of the chain, the companies
establish trust and quality through farm and animal imagery, committing to doing things
differently or better, and telling stories about the farmers. There is pride in knowing the origin
and in their Anglo-American identity – it is important for the companies to state that they are in
close proximity to their consumers geographically and socially. The farm focus on
intergenerational knowledge points to the importance of time and nostalgia in establishing trust
as well while the rest of the commodity chains refers to ‘experts’ and ‘scientists’ to assure
accurate knowledge is used in the production of the food. Additionally, I found that human
relationships are commodified and contribute to surplus-value extraction from certified
products like Open Farm, and in doing so, consumers understand the kibble to be ‘local’ and of
better quality.
Using autoethnography and interviews I highlighted the aspects that evade the
narratives include slaughter, the constructed killability of some animals, pervasive whiteness
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and inaccessibility of AFMs, and continued settler colonialism. Open Farm dog kibble was
compared with Best Buddy dog food, a small, locally-owned company where David raises and
slaughters animals for human consumption, making dog food from the by-products. While the
research initially focused on certified pet foods, I introduce the small-scale, local dog food based
in Seattle to highlight what animal welfare and certification means to farmers on the ground.
The goal was to understand how knowledge and value is produced through its representation,
as well as what the implications are for nonhumans (Cook and Crang 1996). I have found that
the standards are inadequate for measuring and providing happiness and they are hard to
enforce. Consequently, farmed animals still suffer, sometimes more so based on their level of
charisma. In addition, the environmental impact of animal agriculture is detrimental to
biodiversity, and ignoring the impact makes some species killable, especially if they are seen as
pests or are more vulnerable to climate change and deforestation. As we can see, humans
establish animal-animal positionalities based on their relationship to the animal, but the
hierarchy is not static. These findings suggest that animal-animal positionalities are contingent –
animals have agency in their interactions with humans and humans can adjust how they
perceive nonhumans. Highlighting these animal-animal positionalities help us “recognize that
we live in a multispecies world,” and consider the implications for nonhumans resulting from
human-shaped hierarchies (Hovorka 750).
In disentangling the production of knowledge and claims to truth in alternative pet
foods, I am filling a gap in existing food and animal geographies research. While there is
extensive research on alternative food movements and animal agriculture, less work has been
done around pets and their food, which have a significant environmental and social impacts.
Additionally, I build on critical animal studies scholarship surrounding killability, liveliness, and
animal-animal positionalities. My analysis centers around pets and highlights the inequalities in
pet love, a key objective in the emerging field of critical pet studies (Nast 2000).
We must take seriously the implications for nonhumans because a less oppressive food
system is still violent. Personally, I do not believe certification within a capitalist system is the
answer. Purchasing certified products is geographically and economically inaccessible to many
which allows only some people to feel better about their decisions. These ‘humane and
sustainable’ options act as structural reform rather than re-construction, naturalizing the
industrial food systems and collecting profit along the way. “Capital can only be capital when it
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is accumulating, and it can only accumulate by producing and moving through relations of
severe inequality among human groups,” and certification contributes to this by obscuring
aspects of the commodity chain (Melamid 2021, 77). The market is being used to solve the
problems that it created via re-regulation and the creation of self-sufficient individuals, and
consumer choice of certified food products creates a “double commodity fetish,” where the
commodity chain itself is commodified through the symbol of certification (Guthman 2008b;
Watts et al. 2005, 29).
Currently, humaneness is constructed in a way that treating animals ‘humanely’ is a
source of value and profit. This is misleading and makes animals more psychologically edible.
While it is unrealistic to suggest that all animal agriculture be discontinued, one first step would
be to significantly decrease the amount of animal-based ingredients that go in to pet food. The
Pet Sustainability Coalition argues that the pet industry has a “nutrition obsession at any cost”
and that “maximum protein = maximum nutrition” (2022). However, there is little clinical
research on how much protein in kibble is adequate for the dog. They call for the investing in
more research on how much protein pets actually need, for the pet industry to stop influencing
the consumer on protein obsession, and to reformulate for quality over quantity. Based on my
research, I second this call to action.
David argues that using the by-products of the animal is the most sustainable way to
feed animals, it just hasn’t been marketed properly yet. This represents a cycle I pondered while
doing the research: dogs used to eat scraps, then owners were sold kibble made of by-products,
then by-products were demonized as ‘fillers’ and kibble was made from flesh, and now there is a
trend back towards scraps but it is marketed as biologically appropriate raw food. Pet stores
even sell by-products as treats: hooves, tracheas, duck heads. It is likely that being marketed as
treats or biologically appropriate is more profitable. This brings me to waste-based dog food. As
a business project, Mexican scholar Sofía Vallejo Dorantes created a dog food made entirely out
of supermarket waste (El Universal 2019). Given that many dogs prefer, or at the very least do
not mind, table scraps, I see no harm in reverting back to historical ways of feeding animals,
although it might be difficult to ensure adequate nutrition. Also, it brings up some questions: is
this a way to make the food system more equitable or does it reinforce inequality by profiting
off waste while people still go hungry? Would it too be re-branded as sustainable and humane
to be more profitable?
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There is room to expand on this research. Other alternative proteins are emerging on
the market such as insect, cultured meat, plant-based, or waste-based proteins. Plant-based
diets are controversial in the industry – dogs are omnivores and can theoretically live on a plantbased diet, however, these dog foods have been linked to heart disease. Cultured meat in dog
food is barely emerging and will likely be expensive. Insect-based pet food is slowly emerging on
the market and insect farms are being established throughout the United States. Although
historically taboo for many Anglo-Americans, they are becoming more accepting of indirect
consumption of insects, such as through animal feed (Higa et al. 2021). Reported benefits of
insect farming include: a smaller environmental footprint, improved animal welfare, improved
human health and food security, and economic benefits for rural communities (Lambert et al.
2021). Concerns regarding insect farming include contamination, over-exploitation of wild
populations, introduction of invasive species, profitability, and neglect of the sentience and
welfare of insects (Lambert et al. 2021).
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